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Abstract

Audio coders are used to reduce the bit rate of audio data for applications that have limited
storage or bandwidth capacities, but at the same time require high-quality audio. Single channel
audio coders reduce the bit rate of digital audio data by exploiting intra-channel redundancies and
irrelevancies in the data. Stereo audio coders try to remove inter-channel redundancies as well, to
attain a lower bit rate than the sum of the bit rates of the separate channels while maintaining
the quality level.

As a continuation of the work presented in [1], we propose a stereo audio coder, subject to the
following criteria:

• Encoder and decoder form a system allowing perfect signal reconstruction in the absence of
signal quantization and thus, near perfect reconstruction at the high bit rate end;

• The encoder constructs a main and a side signal similar to those provided by Optimum
Coding of Stereo (OCS), because this is advantageous for low bit rate coding purposes.

The proposed stereo audio coder is called Stereo Linear Predictive Coding of Audio (SLP) and uses
two rotators and Laguerre-based Pure Stereo Linear Prediction (L-PSLP). The encoder results in
two spectrally flat, uncorrelated signals, called the main and side signal, and the decoder recon
structs the original input signal. This reconstruction is perfect in the absence of any quantization.
SLP is psycho-acoustically inspired, because L-PSLP uses Laguerre filters instead of delays in the
Stereo Linear Prediction analysis and synthesis filters. L-PSLP modifies the uniform frequency
resolution, common to most signal processing systems, to a non-uniform frequency resolution.
This non-uniform frequency resolution approximately corresponds to a psycho-acoustically rele
vant scale such as a Bark or an ERB scale. Before the prediction coefficients are quantized, we
map them to a suitable representation, resulting in a smaller distortion of the analysis and syn
thesis filter characteristics. Inspired by informal listening tests, we quantize the main signal and
the side signal for stereo input signals, and we quantize the main signal only, thus discarding the
side signal, for mono and mono-like input signals. To quantize the main signal, we use Sinusoidal
Extraction (SE) and Regular Pulse Excitation (RPE). To quantize the side signal, we also use SE
and RPE, but only for frequencies less than 4 kHz. We then use in the decoder a decorrelation
filter and a gain factor to construct a synthetic side signal from the main signal for frequencies
greater than 4 kHz.

The performance of the SLP coder looks promising for a first version of the coder. 'Ve estimate
the bit rate of SLP to be 58 kbps for mono or mono-like signals and 80 kbps for stereo signals.
The subjective quality of the coded material of SLP, determined by performing a formal listening
test, is between fair and good. This should be better, so some work has to be done. The coding
delay of SLP is equal to 26 ms. We expect that the computational complexity of SLP will not be
an issue if the pulse optimization in RPE is simplified. In addition, SLP can be made bit stream
scalable by using two techniques called RPE layer mixing and RPE coding of additional subbands.

We propose to use the SLP coder for applications that require high quality digital audio with a
relatively low bit rate, but that also place severe constraints on the coding delay and/or computa
tional complexity. Applications that require a low coding delay include in-ear monitoring for mu
sicians and wireless digital transmission to loudspeakers. Applications that require an audio coder
with a low computational complexity are mostly portable applications such as mobile phones.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Digital storage and transmission media are reaching higher capacities and are becoming faster.
However, there are still many audio and/or speech applications that have limited storage or band
width capacities, but at the same time require high-quality audio and/or speech. These applica
tions include portable audio devices and mobile phone systems. Therefore, it is necessary for these
applications to reduce the bit rate of high quality digital audio and speech data. Audio [2] and
speech coders [3] can be used for this purpose. SiiIgle channel audio or speech coders reduce the
bit rate of digital audio or speech data by exploiting intra-channel redundancies and irrelevancies
in the data. These coders are either lossless or lossy. Lossless coders only exploit redundancies
and do not introduce any loss in quality, because the output signal is a perfect reconstruction of
the input signal. With lossy coders, which exploit both redundancies and irrelevancies, the output
resembles the input in a perceptual way but not necessarily in a waveform sense. Stereo audio or
speech coders try to remove inter-channel redundancies as well, to attain a lower bit rate than the
sum of the bit rates of the separate channels while maintaining the quality level.

This thesis concerns stereo audio coding. An overview of some well-known stereo audio coding
techniques can be found in Section 1.1, followed by the problem description and problem statement
of this Masters thesis project in Section 1.2 and the outline of this thesis in Section 1.3.

1.1 Overview of Stereo Audio Coding Techniques

In this section, the following stereo audio coding techniques are described along with their advan
tages and disadvantages:

• Sum-Difference Stereo;

• Intensity Stereo;

• Parametric Stereo;

• Stereo Linear Prediction.

1.1.1 Sum-Difference Stereo

Sum-Difference Stereo, also known as Mid-Side Stereo, was introduced by Johnston in 1989 [4].
An improved version was published in 1992 [5]. Sum-Difference Stereo was intended as a stereo
coding technique to be used in transform coders. A Sum-Difference stereo coder uses both Left
and Right (L and R) and Sum and Difference (M and S) signals, switched in both frequency and
time in a signal dependent fashion. The M and S signals are given by

M[n] = ~ (L[n] + R[n])
S[n] = { (L[n] - R[n])

1

(1.1 )
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For every time and frequency partition, a threshold for the left and for the right channel is
calculated. The two thresholds are compared, and if they vary less than 2 dB, then the coder is
switched into the M j S mode. This results in a S signal with a very low energy for correlated
stereo channels, which means that less bits have to be spent. However, the psycho-acoustic model
applied to the Land R signals cannot be applied directly to the M and S signals. The bit rate
reduction that can be reached with this technique varies nearly between 50% and 0% (when the
coder is always in the Lj R mode).

The transformation from Lj R to M j S is reversible. which means that Sum-Difference Stereo
is a lossless technique. This makes it very suitable for high bit rate coding. However, the bit rate
reduction is not enough to make it a low bit rate stereo coding technique.

1.1.2 Intensity Stereo

Intensity Stereo. as first described by van der Waal et al. in 1991 [6], but further developed by
Herre et al. [7] [8], exploits the irrelevancy of pha.'ie cues at higher frequencies. In a first-order
approximation for higher frequencies, the human auditory system takes the cues needed for spatial
perception from the energy maxima in the left and right channels at each frequency, discarding
the phase information, because this information is unreliable at higher frequencies [9].

Intensity Stereo uses a rotator to transform the Land R signals into Intensity and Error (I
and E) signals by maximizing the energy in the I signal. An example of Rotation on signals Land
R can be seen in Figure 1.1, which is a Lissajous plot of the involved signals. However, this will
not lead to a significant gain for most stereo recordings. Therefore, for higher frequencies (above
approximately 2 kHz) the E signal is excluded from transmission and replaced with scaling factors
for the Land R signals. Thus, for higher frequencies the Fourier transforms of the reconstructed
Land R signals differ in their amplitude. but are identical in their phase information. The bit
rate reduction that can be reached with this technique lies between about 20% and 40%.

A less complex implementation of Intensity Stereo generates the I signal from the sum of the L
and R signals instead of rotating the signals. This simplifies the procedure, because the calculation
of the optimal rotation angle is not needed anymore.

Intensity Stereo is a lossy technique, because the phase information of the left and right channels
at higlJer frequencies is not retained, resulting in a loss of spatial information. This makes it
suitable for low bit rate coders, because the loss of spatial information is considered to be less
annoying than other coding artifacts that can be created at low bit rates. However, this also
means that Intensity Stereo is not suitable for high-quality coders.

R,
E ............

, , , , , , , , , ,

" ", "" /"
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Figure 1.1: Lissajous plot as an example of rotation. The signal with dimensions Land R is
rotated with angle <p to dimensions I and E.
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1.1.3 Parametric Stereo

3

(1.2)

Parametric Stereo is a technique introduced by Faller et al. in 2001 [10]. It is based on the
assumption that given the sum signal of a number of sources (monophonic signal) and the auditory
spatial information contained in a set of parameters (side information), it is possible to generate
a binaural signal by spatially placing the sources contained in the monophonic signal by using the
side-information. The monophonic signal is created by mixing down the stereo signal to a mono
signal. An advantage of creating a mono signal is that a traditional mono audio coder can be used
to code this signal. The parameters containing the auditory spatial information are called sound
localization cues and they are extracted from the stereo signal. The generalized block diagram of
a Parametric Stereo coder can be seen in Figure 1.2. The tildes in this figure denote quantized
signals or parameters. We will use this notation throughout this thesis.

Currently, there exist two important Parametric Stereo coders, namely Binaural Cue Coding
(BCG) and Optimum Coding of Stereo (OCS). The most important differences between these two
coders can be found in the sound localization cues that are extracted and in the way the mono
downmix is created.

BCC was presented by Faller et al. in [11] [12]. BCC extracts for every time and frequency
partition three cues from the stereo signal. These cues are the Inter-Channel Level Difference
(ICLD). the Inter-Channel Time Difference (ICTD) and the Inter-Channel Correlation (ICC). For
stationary signals, the ICLD is given by

ICLD[b] = lim 1010 (Li=_IX~'b(k))
I~oo glO "\'1 2 (k) ,

~k=-I x I •b

where band k are the frequency subband and the time index, respectively. The ICTD is given by

ICTD[b] = argm:x{~12.b(d)}.

with the normalized cross-correlation ~12,b(d) defined as

The ICC is given by

ICC[b] = m,:x 1~12,b(d)' .

(1.3)

(1.4)

(1.5)

- cues
f-----

cues side i~ation
~ extraction quantization

Xl
f--o down mono mono stereo ~-

-4 mix
f----- audio audio ~ reconstructiou

X2 encoder decoder X2

encoder decoder

Figure 1.2: Generalized block diagram of a Parametric Stereo coder. In the encoder, sound
localization cues are extracted from the input stereo signal, before it is mixed down to a mono
signal. In the decoder, the stereo signal is generated by applying the sound localization cues to
the mono signal.
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The mono downmix is created by adding the two channels of the stereo signal together.
OCS was developed by Breebaart et al. [13] [14] within Philips. OCS extracts for every time

and frequency partition four cues from the stereo signal. These cues are the Interchannel Intensity
Difference (lID), the Interchannel Phase Difference (IPD), the Interchannel Coherence (IC) and
the Overall Phase Difference (OPD). The lID is given by

(1.6)

where b and X are the frequency subband and the FFT of the stereo signal, respectively, and the
summations extend over all k's within a subband b. The IPD is given by

The IC is given by

IPD[b] = L(~Xl[k]X~[kl). (1. 7)

(1.8)

The mono downmix A1, created as a linear combination of the two channels of the stereo signal,
is given by

(1.9)

where Wl and W2 are derived from the lID, IPD and IC. The last cue, OPD, is given by

(1.10)

The cues are quantized according to perceptual criteria. In addition, the IPD and OPD cues are
not transmitted for subbands higher than about 2 kHz, because phase differences are not relevant
at high frequencies. This leads to an estimated bit rate of the side information of 7.7 kbps. This
bit rate can be decreased to a~out 1.5 kbps by making the following changes:

• Reducing the number of frequency bands;

• Not transmitting the IPD and OPD cues;

• Increasing the quantization step sizes;

• Decreasing the parameter update rate.

Parametric Stereo is a lossy technique, because in the decoder the spatial image is generated using
only a few sound localization cues. This means that it is very difficult to attain transparency at
high bit rates. However, because only a few sound localization cues are used, the side information
can be transmitted at low to very low bit rates. This makes Parametric Stereo very suitable for
low bit rate coding.

1.1.4 Stereo Linear Prediction

Linear Prediction [15] has been widely used as a technique for speech compression for more than
thirty years [3]. This is because the behavior of the vocal tract can be very well modelled by the
synthesis filter of a linear predictive coder. Despite the fact that audio signals are generally not
produced by a vocal tract, Linear Prediction has also been used as a technique in audio coding
[16] [17].
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a) b)

Figure 1.3: Linear Prediction scheme: a) analysis filter, b) synthesis filter. The analysis filter
produces the error signal e from signal x by applying the prediction coefficients o.k,. The synthesis
filter reconstructs x from e and the o.'s.

Linear Prediction tries to remove redundancies within a signal by estimating the current value
of a signal as a linear combination of its previous values. This is possible, because successive
samples within a signal are often highly correlated. The prediction x of signal x is given by

p

i;[n] = L :r[n - k]o.k,
k,=!

(1.11)

where P and ak are the prediction order and the prediction coefficients, respectively. The hat
denotes the prediction of a signal. We will use this notation throughout this thesis. The prediction
error e is defined as the difference between the original signal and the predicted signal

p

ern] = x[n] - x[n] = x[n] - L x[n - k]ak.
k=!

(1.12)

The Linear Prediction analysis filter produces the error signal e from signal x by applying the
prediction coefficients O.k. If the optimal o.'S and a sufficiently high prediction order P are used,
then e will have an approximately flat spectral envelope. The Linear Prediction synthesis filter
reconstructs .r, from e and the a's. This reconstruction is perfect in the absence of any parameter
and signal quantization. The schemes of the analysis and synthesis filters can be seen in Figure 1.3.

The transfer function F of the Linear Prediction analysis filter is given by

p

F(z) = 1 - L o.kZ-k.
k=!

The transfer function H of the Linear Prediction synthesis filter is the inverse of F

(1.13)

(1.14)
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To have a stable synthesis filter. the poles of H must be within the unit circle. This means that
the zeros of F must be within the unit circle.

The optimal prediction coefficients are calculated by minimizing the mean squared prediction
error cr~. given by

(1.15)
'II 'II

where the slim extends from minus infinity to infinity. The minimization of cr~ with respect to the
prediction coefficients is obtained by setting

1= 1.... , P.

l=I, .... P,

acr~ _ 0
aCt[ - •

This leads to the following Yule-Walker equations

P

L PI-kCl:k = PI,

k=I

where P is the auto-correlation function of the input signal, given by

Pk = L x[n - k]x[n].
'II

Equation (1.17) can be written in matrix form as

QQ = E'
with the auto-correlation matrix Q being a P x P Toeplitz matrix, given by

Po P-I P-2 P-P+l
PI Po P-I P-P+2

Q= P2 PI Po P-P+3

PP-I PP-2 PP-3 Po

which is also a symmetric matrix because Pi = P_j. The vector Q is given by

Q = ( lXI lX2 lX3 lXp ) T ,

and the vector E is given by

E= ( PI P2 P3 PP )T.

(1.16)

(1.17)

(1.18)

(1.19)

(1.20)

(1.21 )

(1.22)

The optimal prediction coefficients can now be calculated by solving (1.19).
Linear Prediction only removes intra-channel correlations, by using auto-prediction. However,

since audio signals usually consist of at least two channels that can be highly correlated, it makes
sense to remove inter-channel correlations as well. Therefore, Stereo Linear Prediction, a technique
that tries to exploit these inter-channel correlations by using some kind of cross-prediction, can
be used for stereo signals.

Stereo linear predictive coders can be divided into two categories. Coders in the first category,
conveniently named pseudo-stereo linear predictive coders, try to remove inter-channel correlations
without using full cross-prediction. This means that in addition to the auto-predictors, which are
also used by linear predictive coders, only one cross-predictor is used, or no explicit cross-predictors
are used at all. Coders in the second category, conveniently named full-stereo linear predictive
coders, try to remove inter-channel correlations by using full cross-prediction. This means that
two cross-predictors are used in addition to the auto-predictors.
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(1.23)

Figure 1.4: Stereo Linear Prediction scheme. It uses two auto-predictors (A and D) and two
cross-predictors (B and C).

In 1997 and 1998, two different pseudo-stereo linear predictive coders were proposed. Both of
them construct a mono signal from the stereo signal, so that a linear predictive coder can be used
for the resulting mono signal. However, the mono signals are constructed in a totally different
way. Harma et al. [18] proposed to combine the left and right channel of a stereo signal into a
complex signal. The resulting complex signal is then a linear combination of the left and right
channel. Ikeda et al. [19] proposed to use stereo signal interleaving to combine the left and right
channel of a stereo signal into a mono signal. This means that the left and right channel samples
are alternately interleaved and arranged in a mono signal sequence. Another type of pseudo-stereo
linear predictive coder, proposed by Fuchs [20], Mary et al. [21] and Moriya et al. [22], uses only
one cross-predictor to exploit inter-channel correlations. The cross-prediction is then done either
from the left channel to the right channel or vice versa.

The first full-stereo linear predictive coder was proposed by Cambridge et al. in 1993 [23] as a
lossless audio coder that uses two auto-predictors (A and D) and two cross-predictors (B and C).
This coder can be seen in Figure 1.4. The predicted value of a sample in each channel is calculated
as a linear sum not only of the past samples from the same channel but also of the past samples
from the other channel, according to

xdn] = 'Lr:l xdn - k]ak + 'L£:l x2[n - k]bk
x2[n] = 'Lr~oxdn - k]Ck + 'Lk~l x2[n - k]dk '

where Xl and X2 are the predicted signals for the left and right channel, respectively, ak and dk
are the auto-prediction coefficients. Pa and Pd are the orders of the auto-predictors, bk and Ck are
the cross-prediction coefficients, and H and Pc are the orders of the cross-predictors.

It can be seen from (1.23) that the proposed Stereo Linear Prediction scheme is not symmet
rical, because X2 is based on the current sample of ;1:1' This means that the prediction coefficients
associated with one output channel must be simultaneously optimized for the auto- and the cross
predictor, but have to be separately optimized per channel. This is also reflected in the sense that
the optimal prediction coefficients lead to two separate Yule-Walker equations.

Cambridge et al. [23] compared the prediction gain that can be achieved with a stereo predic
tor with the prediction gain that can be achieved with a pair of mono predictors with the same
total number of taps as the stereo predictor. They showed that for small prediction orders, mono
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predictors gave the best result, because there was more to be gained from auto-correlation than
from cross-correlation. However, when the prediction order was high, using a stereo predictor
(thus exploiting cross-correlation at the expense of auto-prediction) seemed to increase the pre
diction gain. Since it was not known how the stereo prediction coefficients could be quantized, a
comparison between the bit rates of a stereo predictor and a pair of mono predictors with the same
total number of taps could be made if only backward Linear Prediction was used. With backward
Linear Prediction, the prediction coefficients are estimated from the past decoded signal. The
results indicated that the bit rates associated with the error signals only, were slightly lower when
Stereo Linear Prediction was used than when Linear Prediction was used.

Two years later, F\lchs [24] suggested to use backward Stereo Linear Prediction to improve
MPEG Layer 2 and 3 audio coding. The idea was to apply backward Stereo Linear Prediction
to the narrow-band spectral components resulting from the time-frequency mapping. His results
showed that the extension of MPEG Layer 2 and 3 audio coding by backward Stereo Linear
Prediction provided a significant step towards CD-like quality at 128 kpbs.

Liebchen [25] also proposed a lossless audio coder that uses Stereo Linear Prediction in 2002.
His idea was to use an adaptive method for optimization of the prediction coefficients. This method
has to be applied to both channels separately. First, the optimal order of the auto-predictor has
to be determined by using the Levinson-Durbin algorithm. Then, the order of the cross-predictor
is increased until the bit rate has reached a minimum value. Next, the procedure verifies whether
a decrement of the order of the auto-predictor leads to an additional bit rate reduction. Finally,
the optimal prediction coefficients can be calculated by applying Cholesky decomposition. His
results showed that compared to conventional lossless audio coding techniques, the performance
was improved for most stereo signals.

A year later, Ghido [26J proposed a generalized stereo decorrelation algorithm and optimal
predictor for lossless audio compression, using Stereo Linear Prediction. However, his scheme was
still not symmetrical.

In 2004, Garcia et al. [27] proposed a lossless audio coder that uses backward Stereo Linear
Prediction. This coder still separates the left and right channel when the optimal prediction coef
ficients are calculated, but uses the multichannel Levinson-Durbin algorithm for the left channel.
This is possible under the restriction of equal orders of the auto- and cross-predictor and because
there is no direct feed-through branch in the left channel. The compression ratios obtained by
this coder are comparable to the results obtained by two state-of-the-art lossless coders.

The stereo linear predictive coders just described have some common issues:

• The coders are not symmetrical, since interchanging the left and right channel will lead to
another system behavior. Thus, a symmetrical structure would be conceptually better;

• The prediction coefficients are not jointly optimized for the left and right channel, which
results in an increase in computational costs;

• It is not guaranteed that the synthesis filter is stable;

• The full-stereo coders are all lossless coders, thus not suitable for low bit rate coding.

Therefore, a new stereo audio coder was proposed in 2004 [1] [28J [29] to solve these problems,
subject to the following criteria:

• Encoder and decoder form a system allowing perfect signal reconstruction in the absence of
signal quantization and thus, near perfect reconstruction at the high bit rate end;

• The encoder constructs a main and a side signal similar to those provided by OCS, because
this is advantageous for low bit rate coding purposes.

The proposed coder was called Stereo Linear Predictive Coding of Audio (SLP). It uses Stereo
Linear Prediction and a single rotator. The encoder scheme of SLP is similar to the scheme
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(1.24)

depicted in Figure 1.4 and is followed by a rotator. However, the predictions Xl and X2 of the left
and right channel ;1:1 and :1:2 are now given by

Xl[n] = Lf:l xl[n - k]ak + Lf:::l x2[n - k]h
x2[n] = Lf:::l xl[n - k]q +Lf:l x2[n - k]dk '

where ak and dk are the auto-prediction coefficients, Pa and Pd are the orders of the auto
predictors, b~, and Ck are the cross-prediction coefficients, and H and Pc are the orders of the
cross-predictors. Comparison of (1.23) and (1.24) reveals that SLP uses a symmetric stereo pre
dictor structure. If we now take the special case Pa. = H = Pc = Pd, the prediction coefficients
can be jointly optimized for the left and right channel by using the block-Levinson algorithm.
Stability of the synthesis filter is also guaranteed, because the auto-correlation method is used to
calculate the optimal prediction coefficients [15] [28] [29].

The rotator produces the main signal m and side signal s from the error signals el and e2 with
the matrix operation given by

cos( cp)
- sin(cp)

(1.25)

where cp is the rotation angle. With the correct cp' the rotator removes correlations between the
input signals at lag zero.

It was argued [28] that the proposed scheme might be a proper concept for stereo audio coding,
because it combines several attractive features of known coding mechanisms.

1.2 Problem Description and Problem Statement

At Philips Research Europe - Eindhoven, within the Audio and Speech Signal Processing Cluster,
which is a part of the Digital Signal Processing Group, one of the current research topics is the
development of new techniques for audio coding, such as stereo and multichannel audio coding.
This Masters thesis project is a continuation of the work on the SLP coder presented in [1]. It was
shown there that the implemented system operated as expected. However, there are still some
important issues with the SLP coder that need to be tackled. These issues are:

• Regularization (measures to handle all classes of input signals) of Stereo Linear Prediction
and Rotation needs to be considered in more detail;

• SLP has to be made psycho-acoustically inspired by implementing such filters in its scheme;

• An efficient quantization technique for the prediction coefficients has to be developed;

• The main and side signal have to be quantized;

• The subjective quality and bit rate of SLP have to be determined and compared with existing
state-of-the-art coding schemes.

This leads to the problem statement of this Masters thesis project. The objective of this project
is to further enhance SLP. It includes the following tasks:

• Getting familiar with the MOllO Linear Prediction techniques;

• Studying existing SLP schemes;

• Implementing and testing input signal conditioning for the case of mono inputs;

• Designing, implementing and testing a regularization technique for the rotator;

• Designing, implementing and testing a quantization scheme for the main and side signal;
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• Inclusion of psycho-acoustically inspired filters in the SLP scheme;

• Testing the scheme after removing the side signal;

• Testing the overall scheme using formal listening tests.

1.3 Outline of the Thesis

The enhanced version of the stereo audio coder SLP is described in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. This
starts with a detailed description of the proposed coding scheme in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 considers
Laguerre-based Pure Stereo Linear Prediction and how Laguerre filters can be incorporated into
the proposed coding scheme to make it psycho-acoustically inspired. The description of SLP is
concluded in Chapter 4, where it is described how the prediction coefficients and the main and side
signal that are constructed in the proposed coding scheme can be quantized. The performance of
the SLP coder is evaluated in Chapter 5. This evaluation includes an estimation of the bit rate, the
results of a formal listening test to determine the subjective quality of the coded material, and an
evaluation of the coding delay, the computational complexity and the scalability of the coder. The
thesis finishes with conclusions about the state of SLP and recommendations for further research
on SLP in Chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Stereo Linear Predictive Coding
of Audio

Our proposal for a stereo audio coder, which we will call SLP, is described in this chapter. It starts
with a description of the proposed coding scheme. Thereafter, the two most important blocks in
this scheme, Stereo Linear Prediction and Rotation, are described in more detail. The chapter
continues with regularization of these two blocks and concludes with a short summary.

2.1 The SLP Coding Scheme

The proposed SLP coding scheme can be seen in Figure 2.1. It consists of two rotators and
a Stereo Linear Prediction analysis filter in the encoder and two inverse rotators and a Stereo
Linear Prediction synthesis filter in the decoder.

The left and right input signals, Xl and X2, first go to the pre-rotator. This pre-rotator uses
a fixed rotation angle of 11"/4. The reason for this will be explained in Section 2.4.2. The rotated
input signals, rl and r2, then go to the Stereo Linear Prediction analysis filter. This filter makes
the predictions 1\ and 1'2 from the rotated input signals with auto-predictors A and D and cross
predictors Band C and subtracts these predictions from the rotated input signals to get the error
signals el and e2' The error signals are fed to the second rotator that produces the main and
side signal m and s. This rotator uses a variable rotation angle. The analysis filter removes the
auto- and cross-correlations from the input signals, except the cross-correlation for lag zero. This
cross-correlation is minimized by the second rotator. Thus, the encoder results in two spectrally
flat, uncorrelated signals m and s. The main and side signal are then quantized to get iiI and ,iii

and these are sent to the decoder, along with the quantized parameters. These parameters include
the prediction coefficients and the rotation angle of R2 •

The decoder performs the inverse operations of the encoder. This means that the received
signals mand s are first inverse rotated to reconstruct the error signals el and e2' These signals
then go to the Stereo Linear Prediction synthesis filter. This filter uses the predictors A, B, C
and D in a feedback loop and has as output the rotated input signals rl and r2. Finally, these
signals are inverse pre-rotated to reconstruct the input signals Xl and X2.

2.2 Stereo Linear Prediction

The Stereo Linear Prediction block is described in this section. This starts with the Stereo Linear
Prediction analysis filter and next, the Stereo Linear Prediction synthesis filter. It is also described
how the optimal prediction coefficients that are used in both the analysis and synthesis filter can
be calculated.

11
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Figure 2.1: SLP coding scheme. It consists of two rotators and a Stereo Linear Prediction analysis
filter in the encoder and two inverse rotators and a Stereo Linear Prediction synthesis filter in the
decoder.

2.2.1 Analysis Filter

The scheme of the analysis filter can be seen in Figure 2.2. The analysis filter tries to remove the
auto- and cross-correlations from the input signals rl and r2 by estimating the current value of
the signals as a linear combination of their past values. First, we introduce the following vector
notation for a stereo signal x

;f[n] = (xdn] x2[n]).

The predictions f.. of the input signals r. are now given by

p

f..[n] = LUk[nJAk ,

k=l

where P is the prediction order, where Uk is the k-times delayed input signal r., given by

and \'lith Ak the kth order prediction coefficient matrix, given by

(2.1 )

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

where ak and dk are the auto-prediction coefficients. and bk and Ck the cross-prediction coefficients.
The prediction errors g, the outputs of the analysis filter. are defined as the difference between
the original signals and the predicted signals

p

f[n] = dn] - f..[n] = dn] - LUk[n]Ak .

k=l

This leads to the transfer matrix F of the analysis filter. given by

(2.5)

F(z) = ( 1-A(z)
-B(z)

-C(z) )
1-D(z) , (2.6)
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Figure 2.2: Stereo Linear Prediction analysis filter.

with the transfer functions of the individual predictors, for example A. defined by

p

A(z) = L z-kak .
k=1

2.2.2 Synthesis Filter

13

(2.7)

The scheme of the synthesis filter can be seen in Figure 2.3. The synthesis filter performs the
inverse operations of the analysis filter, thus it reconstructs the signals r1 and r2 from the signals
e1 and e2. This means that the synthesis filter uses the same predictors as the analysis filter.
except that they are now in a feedback loop. The transfer matrix H of the synthesis filter is
therefore given by the inverse of the transfer matrix of the analysis filter

_ ~ -1 _ 1 ( 1 - D(z)
H(z) - {F(~)} - det (F(z)) B(z)

with the determinant of F given by

C(z) )
1 - A(z) , (2.8)

det (F(z)) = (1- A(z)) (1 - D(z)) - B(z)C(z). (2.9)

Stability of the SLP scheme is determined by the stability of the synthesis filter. It is clear from
(2.8) that all the poles of H, which determine the stability, are determined by det (F(z)). Thus,
we can conclude that H is a stable filter if det(~(z» is a stable filter. It is discussed in the next
section how this can be ensured.
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Figure 2.3: Stereo Linear Prediction synthesis filter.

2.2.3 Calculation of the Optimal Prediction Coefficients

We will now derive how the optimal prediction coefficients, which are used by both the analysis
filter and the synthesis filter, can be calculated. Furthermore, we will show how the prediction
coefficients can be made more robust.

The optimal prediction coefficients are calculated by minimizing the mean squared prediction
errors a;l and a;2 of the analysis filter, given by

a;, ~ [,1[nl] ~ ~ [r,[nl- ',[nll' ~ ~ [n [nl- t, y" [n]a, - t,Y"ln1b.j',(2.1O)

a;, ~ [el InI] ~ ~ [r, [nl - ',[nll' ~ ~ [r, [nl - t, y, ,[nk, - t, y" [nld,r(2.11)

where the sum extends from minus infinity to infinity. This also means that the auto- and cross
correlations in the input signals are being minimized.

We start with minimizing the mean squared error in the left channel. The minimum of (2.10)
with respect to the prediction coefficients is obtained by setting

We first look at (2.12)

8a;1
8al

8a;1
8bm

0,

0,

l=l, ... ,P,

m= 1, ... ,P.

(2.12)

(2.13)
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o{Ln [r1[n] - L~=l Yk1[n]ak - L~=l Yk2[n]bk]2}
00';1
oal oal

= L n [Yll [n]2 (r1 [n]- L~=l Yk1 [n]ak - L~=l Yk2[n]bk)] = 0,

which leads to

or

15

(2.14)

(2.15)

If we now use Ppq (i, j) as a shorthand for the correlation functions

n

and with Yodn] = rdn], then (2.16) can be written as

p p

I:>ll(l,k)ak + LP12(l,k)bk = Pll(l,O),
k=l k=l

1= 1, ... ,Po

(2.17)

(2.18)

Now, we look at (2.13) and this leads in a similar way as described above to the following equations

p p

LP21(rn,k)ak + LP22(rn,k)bk = P21(rn,0),
k=l k=l

rn = 1, ... , P. (2.19)

vVe now want to minimize the mean squared error in the right channel. The minimum of (2.11)
with respect to the prediction coefficients is obtained by setting

00';2
0, 1= 1, ... , P, (2.20)

OCI

00';2
0, rn = 1, ... , P. (2.21)odm

This leads, similar to the left channel, to the following equations

p p

L Pll (I, k)Ck + L P12(1, k)dk = P12(l, 0),
k=l k=l

P P

L P2drn, k)Ck + L P22(rn, k)dk = P22(m, 0),
k=l k=l

1= 1, ... ,P,

m=I, ... ,P.

(2.22)

(2.23)

Equations (2.18), (2.19), (2.22) and (2.23) form the Yule-Walker equations, which can be written
in matrix form as
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Pll (1,1) Pll (1, P) pd1,1) PI2(1, P) lLI Cl

Pll (P, 1) Pll (P, P) PI2(P,1) pdP,P) ap Cp

p2I(1,1) P2I (1, P) P22(1,1) P22(1,P) bI d1

P2I (P, 1) P2I(P, P) P22(P,1) P22(P, P) bp dp

pn(l,O) PI2(1,0)

pn (P, 0) P12(P,O)
P2I(1,0) P22(1,0)

If we now define Ri- j as a 2 x 2 block matrix with

R. = (Pll(i.,j) Pdi,j))
I-j P2I(i,j) P22(i,j) ,

(2.24)

(2.25)

and use ppq(i,j) = ppq(i + 1,j + 1) and ppq(i,j) = ppq(j,i), then we can rearrange the rows and
columns of (2.24), which gives

QA=P,

with the correlation matrix Q a block Toeplitz matrix given by

(2.26)

Q= (2.27)

A the prediction coefficient matrix given by

and P the correlation matrix given by

(2.28)

(2.29)

with R_ k = R kT. The optimal prediction coefficients can now be calculated by solving (2.26).
Levinson developed a fast algorithm for inversion of a symmetric Toeplitz matrix. This method

generalizes to the nonsymmetric and multichannel case, where block matrices and thus matrix
operations appear. We can use this block-Levinson algorithm [30] [31] [32] to solve (2.26). The
following derivation of the block-Levinson algorithm follows that in [33]. However, it is adapted
here for block matrices.

The linear Toeplitz problem is now rewritten as

p

L Ri-jAj = Yi,
j=l

i = 1, ... ,P, (2.30)
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where the prediction coefficient matrices Aj are the unknowns to be solved for and with Yi = Ri.
The block-Levinson algorithm recursively solves the M-dimensional Toeplitz problem

i = 1, ... , lvI, (2.31)

for M = 1,2, ... until M = P, which is the desired result, is reached. The matrix AjM) is the
result at the Mth stage and becomes the desired solution only when P is reached. In following a
recursion from step M to M + 1, the developing solution A(M) changes from (2.31) to

i = 1, ... ,Af + 1. (2.32)

Eliminating Yi gives

AI
'"""' R .. (A(M) _ A (M+l») (A(M+l») -1 - R
~ l-J j j M+l - l-(M+l)'
j=l

and by letting i ---+ M + 1 - i and j ---+ M + 1 - j

with

G(M) _ (A(M) _ A (M+1) ) (A(M+l»)-l
j - M+l-j M+l-j M+l ,

or put in another way

i = 1, ... , Af (2.33)

(2.34)

(2.35)

A~l:i~j = A~~l_j - GjM)A~1:i), j = 1, ... ,Af. (2.36)

This means that if we can use recursion to find the order M quantities A (M) and G(M) and the

single order M+ 1 quantity A~1:i), then all of the other AJM+l) will follow. Luckily, A<ti:i)
follows from (2.32) with i = M + 1

Since

G(M) . = (A~M) _ A~M+l») (A(M+l»)-1
M+I-J J J M+l'

we can substitute the previous order quantities in G to get AJM+l). This results in

(2.37)

(2.38)

(2.39)

The recursion relation for G follows from the left-hand solutions, which we will call B i , to the
original Toeplitz problem. With the left-hand solutions, we deal with the following equations

i = 1, ... , AI. (2.40)
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The same sequence of operations on this set leads to

(2.41)

with

H(M) - (B(M) _ B(M+I) ) (B(M+I))-I (2.42)
j - M+I-j M+l-j M+l

It can be seen from (2.41) that the H j satisfy exactly the same equation as the A j , except for the
substitution Yi ----+ R i on the right-hand side. Therefore, we can quickly deduce from (2.39) that

(2.43)
[ ]

-I [ ]
M M

(M+I) (M) (M)
HM+l = L RM+I-jGM+l_j - R o L RM+I-jHj - RM+l .

J=I J=1

Similarly, the G j satisfy the same equation as the B j , except for the substitution Yi ----+ R_ i . This
leads to

[ ]

-1 [ ]
M M

(M+I) (M) (M)
G M + I = L Rj-M-IHM+I_j - R o L R j - M - I G j - R-M - I .

J=I J=I

(2.44)

The same substitution can be applied to (2.36) and its partner for B to get the following equations

G(M) _ H(M) G(M+1)
j M+I-j M+I'

H
(M) _ G(M) H(M+I)
j M+I-j M+l'

(2.45)

(2.46)

\Ve can now start the recursive procedure with the initial values

(2.47)

(2.48)

(2.49)

{Ro}-I Ylo

{Ro}-I R_ lo
{Ro}-I R I .

A(I) =
I

G(l)
I

H(I)
I

At each stage At, we l~se (2.43) and (2.44) to find H~:i) and G~:II) and then (2.45) and (2.46)
to find the other components of H(M+I) and G(M+I). The prediction coefficient matrices A U,HI)

can then be calculated with (2.39) and (2.36).
As mentioned already in Section 2.2.2, all the poles of the Stereo Linear Prediction synthesis

filter are determined by det (F(z)). This means that the synthesis filter is stable if det(~(z)) is a
stable filter. According to Whittle [30], stability of the synthesis filter is guaranteed if the optimal
prediction coefficients are calculated with the block-Levinson algorithm. This also means that the
auto- and cross-predictors should have the same order, because the block-Levinson algorithm can
only be applied in that case. However, this is already the case (see (2.2)). An alternative proof of
the stability of the synthesis filter can be found in [28] [29]. It is also shown in [29] that selecting
unequal orders of the auto- and cross-predictors gives rise to stability problems.

Although all the poles of the synthesis filter are within the unit circle, some of them may
be very close to it. To make the prediction coefficients more robust, a technique called Spectral
Smoothing (SS), which is a known technique from speech coding [3], can be applied.

\Vith SS in the one channel case, the calculated prediction coefficients ak are replaced by a~,

with

(2.50)
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where I is the smoothing factor, usually between 0.9 - 1.0. This leads to a new transfer function
of the Linear Prediction analysis filter

(2.51)

and a new transfer function of the Linear Prediction synthesis filter

(2.52)

SS shifts the poles of the synthesis filter with a factor I towards the origin. This improves the
stability at the expense of the decorrelation capability of the analysis filter.

SS can also be applied in the stereo case [1]. The transfer matrix F of the Stereo Linear
Prediction analysis filter was given by

F(z) = ( 1 - A(z)
-B(z)

-C(z) )
1-D(z) , (2.53)

with the transfer functions of the individual predictors, for example A defined by

p

A(z) = L Z-ko,k.

k=1

The transfer matrix H of the Stereo Linear Prediction synthesis filter was given by

(2.54)

-1 1 ( 1 - D(z)
H(z) = {F(z)} = det (F(z)) B(z)

C(z) )
1-A(z) . (2.55)

If we now apply SS to the transfer functions of the individual predictors, the new transfer matrix
of the analysis filter is given by

(

1- A (~)
F'(z) = '

-B (~)
-C (~)) (z)
1-D(~) =F:;,

(2.56)

and the new transfer matrix of the synthesis filter is given by

with the determinant of F ( ~) given by

(2.57)

(2.58)

Thus, applying SS to the transfer fnnetions of the individual predictors has an effect similar as
that in the one channel case, since the roots of the determinant are shifted towards the origin.
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2.3 Rotation

The Rotation block is described in this section. First, it is explained what kind of operation
Rotation is and next, the functions of the two rotators and inverse rotators are described. It
is also described how the optimal rotation angle, which is used by the second rotator, can be
calculated.

The scheme of a rotator can be seen in Figure 2.4(a). A rotator produces the output signals
Tl and T2 from the input signals ;Z:l and ;Z:2 with the matrix operation given by

( ~~) (~~~~(~) ~~~~:~) ( ~~ ),

where rp is the rotation angle. An example of rotation on signals Xl and X2 can be seen in
Figure 2.4(b), which is a Lissajous plot of the involved signals.

The first rotator or pre-rotator in the SLP scheme uses a fixed rotation angle of 7f /4. As
was mentioned already, the reason for this will be explained in Section 2.4.2. The second rotator
produces the main and side signal m and s. This rotator uses a variable rotation angle, which is
calculated such that the cross-correlation for lag zero is minimized.

The inverse rotators used in the decoder, perform the inverse operations of the rotators in the
encoder. This means of course rotation over the negative rotation angle. Thus, the first inverse
rotator uses the negation of the variable rotation angle and the second inverse rotator or inverse
pre-rotator uses -7f /4.

R

,
r2 " , , , , , , , , , , ,

~ ,,, ~

~ /"
~ "
,~ ~

~, ', ~ ~

~ ,*, ~

, , , , , ,, , , ,, , ,

a) b)

Figure 2.4: Rotation: a) scheme of a rotator, b) Lissajous plot as an example of rotation. A rotator
produces the output signals Tl and T2 from the input signals Xl and X2 by applying rotation angle
y.

2.3.1 Calculation of the Optimal Rotation Angle

The optimal rotation angle, used by the second rotator, is calculated such that the cross-correlation
for lag zero is minimized, or equivalently a maximum of the weighted squared sum of the main
signal m is produced, which automatically means that a minimum for the weighted squared sum
of the side signal s is produced. Calculation of the optimal rotation angle can be done by Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) [34J.

SO, we want to maximize the weighted squared sum J of the main signal, given by

J = L Im[n]1 2
.

n

If we now define the input vectors f:l and f:2 by

(2.60)
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~l (el[n] edn + 1]

(e2[n] e2[n + 1]

edn + N - 1] )T ,

e2[n+N-1] f,

21

(2.61 )

(2.62)

where N is the length of the signal, and the energies R ll and R22 and the cross-energy R 12 of the
input signals by

(2.63)

(2.64)

(2.65)

then J can be written as

The maxima and minima of J with respect to the rotation angle are obtained by setting

oj
oep = 0,

which leads to

If we now define

with

¢= LC,

then (2.68) can be rewritten as

oj
-;:J. = Ici cos(2ep - ¢) = o.
u;p

The solution of (2.71) is given by

cp = ¢/2 + rr/4 + krr/2.

(2.66)

(2.67)

(2.68)

(2.69)

(2.70)

(2.71)

(2.72)

Thus, the values cj:; that result in the maxima of J and the values rp that result in the minima of
J are given by

¢/2 + rr/4 + krr,

¢/2 + 3rr/4 + krr,

where cj:; are the values we were looking for.
The mean Jmean , maximum Jmax and minimum Jmin of J can now be given by

(2.73)

(2.74)
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Rll + RZ2
2

Rll + R22 J(Rll - R22 )2 RZ
2 + 4 + 12'

Rll + R2Z _ J(Rll - Rzz )2 RZ
2 4 + 12'

(2.75)

(2.76)

(2.77)

and the modulation depth d is defined as the ratio of the mean and the excursion from the mean

2.4 Regularization

d = 2 J(Rll - R22 )2 /4 + Ri2.
Rll + R22

(2.78)

'When calculating the optimal prediction coefficients and optimal rotation angle, which has been
described in Sections 2.2.3 and 2.3.1, respectively, some input signals can cause problems. Thus,
regularization of the calculations in the Stereo Linear Prediction and the Rotation blocks is needed.
The input signals that cause problems when calculating the optimal prediction coefficients are
signals for which Q in (2.26) is singular. Examples of these input signals are mono, mono-like and
one-channel zero signals (in this context, a stereo signal where the left and right signal are identical
is referred to as a mono signal). One-channel zero signals can be called a specific digital problem,
because the parts of an analog signal that have a very small amplitude are often quantized such
that they result in zero signals. The input signals that can cause problems when calculating
the optimal rotation angle are signals with low cross-correlation between the channels and with
equal channel powers. A regularization technique for Stereo Linear Prediction and a regularization
technique for Rotation will be described next.

2.4.1 Regularization Technique for Stereo Linear Prediction

The regularization technique to solve the problems associated with signals for which Q is singular,
is designed for solving the problems associated with mono, mono-like and one-channel zero signals,
because these signals actually occur. It is expected that the problems associated with the other
signals for which Q is singular, are also solved then. For mono and mono-like signals, auto- and
cross-correlations are almost equal. Thus, when the Stereo Linear Prediction block has these
signals as input, it is not defined how to predict the left channel from the right channel and vice
versa. For one-channel zero signals, it is not defined how to predict the zero channel from itself and
how to predict the other channel from the zero channel. In these cases, numerical problems can
arise when the optimal prediction coefficients are calculated with the block-Levinson algorithm.
This is already clear from the fact that the condition number of Ro becomes high, resulting in
an inversion of Ro that is difficult to calculate. This inversion is needed in the initialization of
the block-Levinson algorithm (see (2.47), (2.48) and (2.49)). These numerical problems lead to
non-uniquely or ill-defined prediction coefficients.

A solution for solving the numerical problems associated with a one-channel zero signal is to
add a small amount of noise to the channel with the zero signal while calculating the optimal
prediction coefficients. This can be done, because there is a fair chance that the digital one
channel zero signal originally came from an analog signal, which already was a signal with a very
small amplitude in one channel. The zero signal in one channel stems from the quantization of the
analog signal. Adding noise is then a form of reconstructing the original analog signal. However,
it is expected that mono and especially mono-like signals occur more often than one-channel zero
signals, so it is more important to have a good method for biasing mono and mono-like signals
than to have a good method for biasing one-channel zero signals. Therefore, a pre-rotator is added
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which uses a rotation angle of 7f/ 4. This results in mono and mono-like signals rotated to one
channel zero signals and vice versa. \Ve can now add a small amount of noise to the one-channel
zero signals that are obtained by applying the pre-rotator to mono and mono-like signals. Thus,
noise is added to Q and P in the Yule-Walker equations (2.26), such that they lead towards a
biased solution for the optimal prediction coefficients. This means that the problems associated
with mono and mono-like signals are solved by transforming these signals into one-channel zero
signals and subsequently, by applying the regularization technique that is known for these signals
(adding noise to Q and P).

Adding noise to Q and P is done by adding noise to each R k in Q and P according to

R~.l1 = R k •ll + Ere! . R k ,22

R~,22 = Rk.22 + Ere! . Rk,l1 '
(2.79)

where Erel is a factor indicating the amount of noise to be added. Thus, an amount of noise relative
to the auto-correlation function of the right channel is added to the auto-correlation function of
the left channel and vice versa. In fact, R' may be interpreted as adding some crosstalk to two
stochastically independent signals. This improves the condition number of each R k and therefore
decreases the numerical problems in the block-Levinson algorithm.

The problems associated with one-channel zero signals are solved as well with this method,
because these signals are transformed into mono signals and adding noise to Q and P also works
for mono signals. However, noise is now added to both channels, resulting in a distortion of both
channels. This is not the case with mono and mono-like signals. These signals are transformed
into one-channel zero signals and the noise is then added to the zero channel only, keeping the
channel with the signal to be predicted noise-free. In this way, we see that mono and mono-like
signals are less disturbed than one-channel zero signals, due to the use of a pre-rotator.

2.4.2 Regularization Technique for Rotation

The Lissajous plot of a signal with low cross-correlation between the channels and with equal
channel powers can be seen in Figure 2.5. It can be seen that in this plot, there is no clear
preferred direction. Thus, when a rotator has this signal as input, problems arise when the
optimal rotation angle is calculated, because every rotation angle hardly results in any energy
improvement in the main signal. In practice, this means that for slightly different input signals
of that kind, the optimal rotation angle can be totally different. In addition, an infinite amount
(modulo 7f) of optimal rotation angles exists always, due to the periodic character of the optimal
rotation angle (see (2.73)).

e2
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" " "
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Figure 2.5: Lissajous plot of a signal with low cross-correlation between the channels and with
equal channel powers.
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Thus, a strategy has to be devised to choose an optimal rotation angle out of the possible
rotation angles. This strategy consists of choosing the optimal rotation angle which is closest
to the rotation angle of the previous frame. So, when the optimal rotation angle is calculated,
k (in (2.73)) is chosen such that the optimal rotation angle is closest to the rotation angle of the
previous frame. If it is difficult to calculate the optimal rotation angle, because every rotation
angle hardly results in any energy improvement in the main signal, then the optimal rotation angle
is chosen to be equal to the rotation angle of the last frame. Fortunately, this case can be detected
with the modulation depth (see (2.78)), because if this is too low, then there is no significant gain
to be reached with the rotator for any angle.

A second problem of Rotation is that for real audio it was found that the rotation angle varying
too fast introduces switching artifacts in the output signal. This problem is solved by filtering the
calculated optimal rotation angle with a first-order lowpass filter.

2.5 Summary

We described in this chapter our proposal for a stereo audio coder, which was called SLP. First, we
gave a short description of the proposed coding scheme. We also stated that the encoder results
in two spectrally flat. uncorrelaterl signals and that the decoder reconstructs the original input
signal. Thereafter, we described the two most important blocks in the coding scheme, which are
Stereo Linear Prediction and Rotation, in more detail. In addition, we described how the optimal
prediction coefficients and the optimal rotation angle can be calculated. We concluded this chapter
with regularization of these calculations.

In the next two chapters, we will describe the two remaining issues ofthe SLP scheme. The first
issue, described in Chapter 3, is making SLP more psycho-acoustically inspired by incorporating
Laguerre filters into its scheme. The second issue, described in Chapter 4, is quantization of the
prediction coefficients and quantization of the main and side signal.



Chapter 3

Laguerre-Based Pure Stereo
Linear Prediction

The human auditory system has a frequency resolution which is denser at lower frequencies and
sparser at higher frequencies. Frequency warping, as introduced by Oppenheim et al. in 1971 [35],
is a technique that modifies the uniform frequency resolution, common to most signal processing
systems, to a non-uniform frequency resolution. If designed well, this non-uniform frequency
resolution approximately corresponds to a psycho-acoustically relevant scale such as a ilark or an
ERil scale [36].

Frequency warping is a linear transformation between the original sequence f(n) and the
transformed sequence g(k)

+oc
f(n) = L g(k)1/Jk(n),

k=-oo

(3.1)

where 1/Jdn) is a set of linearly independent sequences. "\IVe want the Fourier transform of f(n)
and the Fourier transform of g(k) to be related by a change of variables

F(ejfl
) = G(ejW

),

with w = B(D). This leads to the following requirement on the set of functions 1/Jk(n)

(3.2)

(3.3)

which means that the functions 1/Jk(n) must have an allpass characteristic. The simplest, imple
mentable form of wdz) can now be given by

(3.4)

(3.5)

with the relation between the frequency variables wand D given by

w = B(D) = tan-1 [ (1- >.2) sinD ].
(1 + >.2) cosD - 2>'

where>' is the warping factor with 1>'1 < 1. For>' > 0 the frequency resolution increases for lower
frequencies, for>. < 0 the frequency resolution increases for higher frequencies and for>. = 0 no
warping occurs.

Warped Linear Prediction (WLP) was introduced by Strube [37] in 1980 as a technique that
combines Linear Prediction with frequency warping. With WLP, the Linear Prediction scheme
can be better matched to the human auditory system. However. WLP whitens the input signal
in the warped frequency domain. but not in the original frequency domain. The synthesis filter

25
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of WLP is also not directly realizable with the normal feedback structure, because of delay-free
loops that are introduced. As a solution to these problems, Pure Linear Prediction (PLP) was
introduced by Voitishchuk and den Brinker et al. in 2002 [38] [39] [40]. PLP whitens the input
signal in the original frequency domain and has a directly realizable synthesis filter, because the
predicted signal relies only on past samples. In addition, PLP can be tuned in such a way, that it
produces a frequency mapping very similar to that of WLP.

WLP and Laguerre-based PLP (L-PLP) are described in more detail in the first two sections
of this chapter. This will be done only for the one channel case. However, to go from the one
channel to the stereo case is straightforward with Section 2.2 in mind. Section 3.3 gives the
relation between the correlation sequences of WLP and L-PLP in the stereo case and Section 3.4
describes how the regularization technique for Stereo Linear Prediction, given in Section 2.4.1,
can be adapted for Laguerre-based Pure Stereo Linear Prediction. The chapter concludes with a
short summary.

3.1 Warped Linear Prediction

Strube [37] showed that frequency warping can be included into the Linear Prediction scheme by
replacing the tapped-delay lines in the analysis and synthesis filters with transfers Z-k, by allpass
filter lines with transfers G A, (z), given by

(

Z-l -,X )k
Gdz) = 1- 'xrl

Equation (1.12) can now be rewritten for WLP to

(3.6)

(3.7)

p

ern] = x[n] - x[n] = x[n] - LYk[n]ak,
k=l

where P and ak are the prediction order and the prediction coefficients, respectively, and Yk are
the outputs of the allpass filters or regressor signals, given by

Yk[n] = gdn] * x[n], (3.8)

where gk is the impulse response of the kth filter given by (3.6). The optimal prediction coefficients
can still be calculated by solving

with

and

QQ. = E'

Qk,l = Py,k-l,

(3.9)

(3.10)

Ek = Py,A', (3.11)

but the autocorrelation function Py (the warped autocorrelation function of the input signal) is
now given by

(3.12)
11

where the sum extends from minus infinity to infinity. The schemes of the WLP analysis and
synthesis filters can be seen in Figure 3.1.

WLP has been successfully applied in speech and audio coding [41] [42] [43]. It was shown
in [44] that WLP can lead to a bit rate reduction of one bit per sample compared to traditional
Linear Prediction, while retaining the same quality level. However, there is a direct feed-through
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Figure 3.1: Warped Linear Prediction scheme: a) analysis filter, b) synthesis filter. The analysis
filter produces the error signal e from signal x by applying the prediction coefficients Ok. The
synthesis filter reconstructs x from e and the a's.

in the allpass filter line in the analysis filter. Thus. information from the current sample is present
in the outputs of the allpass sections, as opposed to traditional Linear Prediction. This results,
as already stated, in the problem that WLP whitens the input signal in the warped frequency
domain, but not in the original frequency domain. In addition, the synthesis filter of WLP is not
directly realizable with the normal feedback structure, because of the delay-free loops that are
introduced.

A solution for the whitening problem is the following. Strube [37] showed that WLP minimizes
an error signal weighted with

\11- A2

Do(z) = 1 _ Ar 1 . (3.13)

Thus, to achieve a spectrally flat error signaL the error signal has to post-filtered in the analysis
filter with the filter given by

(3.14)

In addition, Do(z) should be applied in the synthesis filter.

Another solution for the same problem was given by Voitishchuk et al. [38]. It was stated that
the optimal prediction coefficients should be calculated on the warped input signal s. This leads
to a new autocorrelation function Ps (the autocorrelation function of the warped input signal), to
be used in (3.9), given by

Ps,k = L s[n - k]s[nJ.
n

(3.15)
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a)
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Figure 3.2: Warped Linear Prediction scheme implemented by Gamma filters: a) analysis filter,
b) synthesis filter.

It was also shown that

11 {~ }{ (~).}Ps,k = L s[n - k]s[n] = - _ A -1 . X(z) . a-k(z) X·(z) . _ A -1 dB,
n 27l' <21f> 1 z 1 z

(3.16)
with z = eJf), and

Py,k = LYk,[n]x[n] = ~ ( X(z)· a-k(z)· X·(z)dB,
n 27l' J<21f>

(3.17)

where X is the Fourier transform of signal x. Thus, the optimal prediction coefficients can be
calculated by minimizing the error signal shown in Figure 3.1, where an extra pre-filter is used to
filter the input signal. The pre-filter is given by

~
Do(z) = A l'1- Z-

(3.18)

The error signal is then obtained with the analysis filter in Figure 3.1 and with the calculated
prediction coefficients, but without the extra pre-filter. This results in a spectrally flat error signal.

A solution for the second problem, which is that the synthesis filter of WLP is not directly
realizable, has also been given by Strube [37]. He proposed to map the calculated prediction
coefficients to a new structure that uses Gamma filters. This new structure introduces a delay in
the synthesis filter. It can be seen in Figure 3.2 and uses the following filters B(z)

Z-1

B(z) = 1 _ AZ-1 (3.19)

However, when the prediction coefficients are mapped to Gamma filters, numerical problems can
arise, which result in significant inaccuracies [40].
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Figure 3.3: Synthesis filter structures: a) original structure, b) modified structure, with A a linear
prediction filter with delay-free paths.

Another solution for the second problem was proposed by Hiirmii [45]. He suggested two
approaches. In the first approach, he used a technique to implement the delay-free loops in the
synthesis filter as a separate branch, without modifying the structure of the original prediction
coefficients. This technique changes the synthesis filter from the circuit in Figure 3.3(a) to the
circuit in Figure 3.3(b), where A is a linear prediction filter with delay-free paths. Thus, the
difference equation of the synthesis filter changes from

x[n] = ern] + x[n],

where x[n] is obtained by passing x[n] through A, to

x[n] = ern] + :i:o[n1•

I-X

(3.20)

(3.21)

where X is a coefficient equal to the pure delay-free structure of A (which means that all its unit
delay elements are disconnected) and it is assumed that X 1= 1. Thus. the computation of the
output :1: is separated from updating the states of filter A.

In the second approach, Hiirmii used a technique to eliminate the delay-free loops in the
synthesis filter, producing a modified filter structure with a new set of coefficients. This technique
does not change the structure of A, but its output nodes and feedback coefficients are changed.
which leads to the following difference equation of the synthesis filter

x[n] = _1_ . (e[n] +~Ciri) ,
I-X L.J

1,=1

(3.22)

where the signals ri are selected such that they are outputs of unit delay elements of A and do
not depend on the current value of x, Ci are coefficients to be calculated. and it is still assumed
that X 1= 1.

Both methods of Hiirmii change the structure of the synthesis filter, resulting in a synthesis
filter which is not exactly the inverse of the analysis filter. The second approach changes the
filter coefficients as well. These issues result in the problem that the synthesis filter is not able
to perfectly reconstruct the input signal anymore. because now different inaccuracies arise in the
analysis filter than in the synthesis filter. In addition, it is clear that both methods of Hiirmii have
problems when X approaches 1, which can lead to numerical sensitivity problems.

3.2 Laguerre-Based Pure Linear Prediction

Pure Linear Prediction was introduced as a solution to the problems associated with WLP. It is
based on IIR filters and relies only on past samples of the inpnt signal, hence traditional Linear
Prediction is a special case of PLP, however WLP is not. The synthesis filter of PLP can be
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Figure 3.4: Pure Linear Prediction scheme: a) analysis filter, b) synthesis filter. where Gk are
stable and causal IIR filters. The analysis filter produces the error signal e from signal x by
applying the prediction coefficients ak. The synthesis filter reconstructs x from e and the a's.

directly realized because of the explicit delay in the feedback loop. In addition, a suitable choice
for the IIR filters can produce a frequency warping similar to that of WLP, while the whitening
property of the input signal still holds. Furthermore, stability of the synthesis filter for this specific
class of IIR filters is also guaranteed, if the optimal prediction coefficients are calculated using
input data windowing [46].

The schemes of the PLP analysis and synthesis filters can be seen in Figure 3.4, where Gk are
stable and causal IIR filters. The delay Z-1 is here explicitly shown. The transfer function F of
the analysis filter is given by

p

F(z) = 1- z-I L akGdz),
k=1

and the transfer function H of the synthesis filter is given by

1 1
H(z) = - = p .

F(z) 1 - Z-1 Lk=1 akGdz)

The error signal is still given by

p

ern] = x[n] - x[n] = x[n] - LYkln]ak'
k=1

where the regressor signals Yk are the outputs of the filters Gk, given by

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

with gk the impulse response of Gk. In addition, the optimal prediction coefficients can still be
calculated by solving

QQ=l!., (3.27)
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Figure 3.5: Analysis filter of a L-PLP sytem. The Laguerre filters are implemented as a pre-filer
followed by a tapped allpass line.

but now

(3.28)
n

and

(3.29)
n

We now take Laguerre filters for the filters Gk . This leads to a special case of PLP, Laguerre-based
PLP. Laguerre filters [47] [48] are given by

~ (Z-l_,\ )k-l
Gk(z) = 1 _ '\r1 1 _ '\r1 ' (3.30)

with ,\ E 1Ft and 1,\ I < 1. For'\ > 0 the frequency resolution increases for lower frequencies,
for ,\ < 0 the frequency resolution increases for higher frequencies and ,\ = 0 leads to traditional
Linear Prediction. Thus, a behaviour similar to WLP is obtained. We also remark that for L-PLP,
Qk,l is equal to the autocorrelation function of the warped input signal

Qk.l = Ps,k = L s[n - k]s[n].
n

(3.31 )

The Laguerre filters can be implemented efficiently as a tapped allpass line with filters A, preceded
by the section Co, with A given by

and Co given by

Z-l - ,\

A(z) = 1 _ '\z-l '

~
Co(z) = 1 _ ,\z-l .

(3.32)

(3.33)
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The simplest implementation of the analysis filter of a L-PLP system can be seen in Figure 3.5.

3.3 Correlation Sequences

In this section, we derive the relations between the Qw and P w in the Yule-Walker equations of
Warped Stereo Linear Prediction (WSLP) and the QL and PL in the Yule-Walker equations of
Laguerre-based Pure Stereo Linear Prediction (L-PSLP).

First, we rewrite equations (3.10), (3.11), (3.28) and (3.29) for the stereo case to

QW,k,1 LIL~,k_l[nk[n], (3.34)
n

PW,k = L IL~"k [nhdn], (3.35)
n

QL,k,1 L uI,k[n]UL,l[n], (3.36)
n

PL,k LILI,k[nk[n], (3.37)
n

where ;r., UW,k and UL,k are the input signal in the stereo case, the regressor signals of WSLP and

the regressor signals of L-PSLP, respectively. From (3.34) and (3.35) it directly follows that

QW,k+l,l = PW,k' (3.38)

Before we can establish the relation between Qw and PL, we first have to establish a relation
between the allpass filter G, which is used in WSLP, and the first section z-ICO of the Laguerre
filter, which is used in L-PSLP. This relation can be written as

(3.39)

which leads to

(3.40)

and

Thus, L1 and L 2 are given by

-'\,

~.

If we now look at Qw

n

and use (3.39) to replace the (k - l)th g, then (3.44) becomes

n

(3.41 )

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.45)
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which leads to the following relation between Qw and P L

33

QW,k.l

QW,l,l

= L1Qw.k-l,1 + L 2P L,k-l,

= PL,o,
for k > 1
for k = 1 ' (3.46)

where PL,o is the energy of the input signal x, given by

n

Thus, PL can be computed from Qw with the following set of equations

QW.l,l
1 Q hQL

2
W,2,1 - L

2
W,l,l

P 1 Q hQL,P L
2

W,P+l,l - L
2

W,P,l

(3.47)

(3.48)

To find the relation between P L and QL, we follow the same reasoning as in [49], but now for the
stereo case. First, we have to establish a relation between the first section z-lCOand the allpass
filter A of the Laguerre filter, which are used in L-PSLP. This relation can be written as

(3.49)

which leads to

and

Z-l~= K 1 (1- AZ- 1
) + I<2 (z-l - A).

Thus, K 1 and I<2 are given by

vT=);2'
1

v'1-A2 '

Note that I<l = -LdL2 and K 2 = 1/L2 . We now look at QL, which is given by

QL,l,l = L lL~)n]lLL,1 [n],
n

where lLL.l is equal to

lLL,l [n] = Co [n] *~[n - 1],

with Co the impulse response of pre-filter Co. Substituting (3.55) into (3.54) results in

QL,l,1 = L [corn] * ~[n -lW }LL,I[nJ.
n

If we now use (3.49) to replace z-lco[n], then (3.56) becomes

QL.l,1 = L [{I<l + K 2a[n]} * ~[n]]T lLL,1 [n],
n

(3.50)

(3.51 )

(3.52)

(3.53)

(3.54)

(3.55)

(3.56)

(3.57)
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where a is the impulse response of the allpass filter. This leads to the following relation between
P L and QL

for l > 1. (3.58)

To find an expression for QL,I,I, we consider the difference equation of the first section of the
Laguerre filters, which is given by

~;f[n -1] = lLL,r[n] - .\lLL,r[n - 1].

Multiplying (3.59) with ;fT[n - 1] and taking the summation over all n results in

By substituting (3.36), (3.37) and (3.47) into (3.60), we get

)1- .\2PL,O =~ [QL,I,I -.\ ~1Li)n -l]1LL,r[nJ] - .\PI,I,

and using (3.59) results in an expression for QL,I,l, given by

QL,I,I = J(I P I,1 + PL,o + J(rPL,I.

Thus, QL can be computed from PL with the following set of equations

(3.59)

. (3.60)

(3.61 )

(3.62)

QL,I,I
QL,I,2

KrPI,1 + PL,o + KrPL,1
K rPI,2 + K 2 PI,1

(3.63)

3.4 Regularization Technique for Laguerre-Based Pure Stereo
Linear Prediction

As was the case when calculating the optimal prediction coefficients for Stereo Linear Prediction,
signals for which Q in (3.27) is singular, for example mono, mono-like and one-channel zero signals,
also cause problems when calculating the optimal prediction coefficients for L-PSLP. Thus, a
regularization technique, as described in Section 2.4.1 for Stereo Linear Prediction, is needed for
L-PSLP as well. In addition, Spectral Smoothing, as described in Section 2.2.3 for Stereo Linear
Prediction, has to be applied, to make the calculated prediction coefficients more rohust. In this
section, both the regularization technique for Stereo Linear Prediction and Spectral Smoothing
will be adapted for L-PSLP.

The approach that was followed in Section 2.4.1 for the regularization technique for Stereo
Linear Prediction will also be followed for L-PSLP. However, problems arrive when the noise has
to be added to QL and PL, because for L-PSLP, QL and P L do not have the same elements R k .

Therefore, for L-PSLP the noise has to be added in a different way. For Stereo Linear Prediction,
the noise was added to the auto-correlation function of the input signal. This means that for
L-PSLP, the noise has to be added to the auto-correlation function of the warped input signal.
Thus, the noise has to be added to QL, according to

Q~ I 111 = QL,I,I,l1 + fret • QL,I,I,22
Q~:I:I:22 = QL,I,I,22 + fret . QL,I,I,l1 '

(3.64)
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where f.,·el is a factor indicating the amount of noise to be added. Equation (3.58) can be used then
to compute the biased PL from the biased QL, assuming that PL,k = a for k = P + 1, P + 2, ....
However, this assumption can lead to stability problems in the synthesis filter and hence, the
assumption is not valid.

Therefore, another, safer, method for adding the noise is to add it to Qw in the warped
domain, where Qw and Pw have the same elements. Then, (3.48) can be used to go from Qw
to PL and (3.63) to go to QL.

Another interesting application of biasing of L-PLP was given by Biswas et al. [50]. It was
described how L-PLP can be perceptually biased when the optimal prediction coefficients are
calculated. It has to be noted that this technique can also be used for L-PSLP. However, the
details of it are beyond the scope of this report and still need to be investigated.

It is not known how SS can be applied to the prediction coefficients of L-PSLP directly.
However, it was shown in [39] that mapping the Laguerre filter coefficients to FIR filter coefficients
makes the use of SS for Stereo Linear Prediction, as described in Sectio'n 2.2.3, possible. This
procedure is now described for the one channel case, because to go from the one channel to the
stereo case is straightforward.

The mapping from the L-PLP analysis filter

onto the FIR filter

with the restriction that

is given by

p

F(z) = 1 - Z-1 L akGk(z),
k=1

p

G(v) = L ckv-k,
k=O

P

Lcd-A)k = 1,
k=O

-1 -A+z- 1

II = \ ~-1 .1- A"

(3.65)

(3.66)

(3.67)

(3.68)

SS can now be applied to the coefficients Ck. However, to yield a valid set of mapped Laguerre
filter coefficients, condition (3,67) must be reinstated by calculating a normalization factor ge,
given by

p

ge = L'""/cd-A)k,
k=O

and applying this factor to the smoothed prediction coefficients, which results in

(3.69)

(3.70)

The smoothed Laguerre filter coefficients can then be obtained by applying the inverse mapping.

3.5 Summary

We described WSLP and L-PSLP in this chapter. We showed that L-PSLP is preferred, because
it produces a frequency warping similar to that of WSLP, while it solves the problems associated
with it. We also described the relation between the correlation sequences of WSLP and L-PSLP
and gave a regularization technique for L-PSLP.
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We already described our proposal for a stereo audio coder, which we called SLP, and how SLP
can be made more psycho-acoustically inspired by incorporating Laguerre filters into its scheme. In
the next chapter, we will describe the remaining issues of the SLP scheme, which are quantization
of the prediction coefficients and quantization of the main and side signal.



Chapter 4

Quantization

Quantization, which is the remaining issue of the SLP scheme, is described in this chapter. This
starts with quantization of the stereo prediction coefficients, followed by quantization of the main
and side signal. The chapter concludes with a short summary.

4.1 Quantization of the Stereo Prediction Coefficients

Prediction coefficients are preferably not quantized directly, because the frequency responses of
the analysis and synthesis filters are extremely sensitive to such quantization. This can even
lead to stability problems of the synthesis filter. Therefore, the prediction coefficients have to be
mapped to a different representation before they can be quantized. This should result in a smaller
distortion of the analysis and synthesis filter characteristics.

The approach usually taken for one channel Linear Prediction is to map the prediction coeffi
cients to Line Spectral Frequencies (LSFs) or to Reflection Coefficients (RCs) and then to Arcsine
Coefficients (ACs) or Log Area Ratios (LARs) [3].

The LSFs are defined as the roots of polynomials P and Q, which are given by

P(z) = F(z) + z-CP+IlF(z-l)
Q(z) = F(z) - z-CP+ll F(Z-l) , (4.1)

where F and P are the transfer function ofthe analysis filter and the prediction orrler, respectively.
The roots of P and Q are on the unit circle and are interlaced.

The RCs are intermediate variables of the Levinson algorithm [33], which was described in
Section 2.2.3 for block matrices. The synthesis filter is unconrlitionally stable if the RCs are of
magnitude less than one. The RCs can be quantized directly. However, the frequency responses
of the analysis and synthesis filters are more sensitive to distortions when the magnitude of the
RCs is close to one than when it is close to zero. Therefore, RCs can be better mapped to ACs or
LARs. ACs (8;) are given by

and LARs ([i) are given by

[ = 10 1 + RCt

t g 1- RC,

(4.2)

(4.3)

However, mapping the prediction coefficients to LSFs or RCs is not straightforward for Stereo
Linear Prediction. In addition, it requires an extra step to map the prediction coefficients of
L-PSLP to LSFs or RCs. Therefore, as described in [39], the Laguerre filter coefficients should be
mapped to FIR filter coefficients, to make the mapping to LSFs or RCs possible. This mapping
from Laguerre filter coefficients to FIR filter coefficients was described in Section 3.4.

37
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(4.4)

Thus, the following method was proposed [51] to quantize Stereo Linear Prediction coefficients.
First, the L-PSLP coefficients are mapped to FIR filter coefficients. Next, these FIR filter coeffi
cients are mapped to Reflection Matrices (RMs), which are the analogues of the RCs in the mono
case. The RMs can be quantized in the following way. This derivation follows that in [51].

First, we denote the forward and backward RMs by E k and E~, respectively. The forward and
backward Innovation Variance Matrices (IVMs) V k and V~, respectively, can be given by

V k = V k- 1 (I - E~Ek) = Vk-l - EJV~_lEk

V~ = V~_l (I - EkE~) = V~_l - E~TVk_lE~ ,

with 1 the 2 x 2 identity matrix and Vo = R o, where R o is the correlation matrix defined in
Section 2.2.3. The following relation holds for the RMs and IVMs

V k-lE~ = EJV~_l'

If V k and V~ are factorized in the form

(4.5)

(4.7)

(4.9)

V k = MJMk (4.6)
v , -M'TM' ,k - k k

for suitable 2 x 2 normalizing matrices M k and M~, then the 2 x 2 normalized Reflection Matrices
(nRMs) ~k are given by

I -1 ('T) -1 'T T
~k = Mk-lEkMk_l = M k- 1 Ek M k_1 ,

with a similar definition for ~~. If we now use (4.4) combined with (4.6) and (4.7), we get

[(MLl)-l M J] [Mk(Mk_l)-l] =I-~J~k' (4.8)

If we now define Mk from Mk-l such that MkMk~l is a positive definite symmetric matrix
satisfying (4.8), then we have

M ( T )1/2k = 1 - ~k ~k M k- 1

M~ = (I - ~k~J) 1/2 M~_l '

where the initial values are taken to be M o = M~ = R~/2.
Thus, the RMs Ek and E~ can be mapped onto nRMs ~k and ~~, which are related according

to ~~ = ~J. For the inverse mapping, we need R o. This means that we only need to quantize and
transmit the forward nRMs ~k and the correlation matrix R o. We now consider quantization of
6 and R o·

To quantize ~l, we use a variant of Singular Value Decomposition to write 6 as

~l = R(Q)SR( -/3), (4.10)

where R is a 2 x 2 rotation matrix with angles a and (3, respectively and S is a 2 x 2 real diagonal
matrix with

(4.11)

where 0 ~ la21 ~ a1 < 1. We now rewrite (4.10) to

6 = R(-y)R(t5)SR(t5)R(-'"'(), (4.12)

with ~f = (a + (3)/2 and 5 = (a -l'J)/2. The character of a1 and a2 is similar to that of an RC.
Therefore, a1 and a2 can be quantized using LARs. The angles '"'( and 5 are quantized such that
the characteristic polynomial p of 6, given by

(4.13)
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(4.14)

is represented as accurately as possible. vVe observe that p does not depend on " therefore, it is
presumed that, can be best quantized uniformly. We now define k 1 and k2 as the RCs associated
with p, given by

k 1 = _...£l.±£L cos(2J)
1+<11<12

k2 = 0"10"2

Since we already quantized 0"1 and 0"2, we only need to quantize k1 , with Ik1 1 < 1. Therefore,
the LAR can be used to quantize k1 , because a RC also has as property IRel < 1. In addition,
we need a sign bit s to reconstruct 15 from k1 , because cos(2J) = cos( -215). This strategy for
quantization of 6 can also be used for quantization of ~k of any order k [52].

To quantize R o, we write it as

R o = (Pll(O,O) pdO,O)) = VPll(0,0)P22(0,0) (7] r ) (4.15)
P21 (0, 0) P22(0, 0) r 1/7] ,

where Pll (0, 0) ~ 0, P22(0, 0) ~ a and P12(0, 0) = P21 (0,0) = rvPll (0, 0)P22(0, 0) are the energy
of signal Xl, the energy of signal X2 and the cross-energy of the signals Xl and X2, respectively.
The cross-correlation coefficient r has as property Irl < 1 and should be treated carefully when
close to ±1. Therefore, the LAR can be used to quantize r.

The ratio between the signal powers is given by 7] and is equal to

7]=
Pll (0, 0)

P22(0, 0)'
(4.16)

(4.17)

with 1J ~ O. We now map the 1J to f.i, which is given by

7] - 1/7] Pll (0, 0) - P22(0, 0)
f.i= = .

7] + 1/1] Pll (0, 0) + P22(0, 0)

with If.il < 1. The IL has to be treated carefully when IILI c:= 1 and therefore, the LAR can also be
used to quantize IL. The factor V Pll (0, 0)P22(0, 0) does not have to be quantized, because it gets
cancelled while reconstructing E k from ~k'

It was shown in [52] that the strategy just described to quantize 6 and R o, is a good strategy.

4.2 Quantization of the Main and Side Signal

Linear predictive speech coders usually use pulse coding (such as Regular Pulse Excitation (RPE)
or Multi Pulse Excitation (MPE)) to code the error signal [3]. Preliminary investigations into
audio coders using L-PLP and RPE, done by Riera-Palou et al. [53] [54], showed that, in general,
this combination yields good results. However, audio signals containing clear tonal components
can give problems.

Another kind of audio coders called parametric coders (such as the Sinusoidal Coder (SSC) [55])
decomposes the audio signal into transients, sinusoids and noise, and describes each component
by a set of parameters. It was shown in [55] that SSC attains fair to high audio quality for most
audio material. However, the quality is far from transparent for audio signals that are not very
well defined in terms of tonal or noise components.

The results of SSC and L-PLP with RPE indicated that L-PLP with RPE is very suitable for
those signals that are problematic for SSC and vice versa. This led to the idea of Riera-Palou et
al. [53] [54] to combine SSC with L-PLP and RPE. Therefore, both Riera-Palou and Peter [56]
implemented an audio coder according to this idea, the difference being that Riera-Palou placed
the SSC block before the L-PLP and RPE blocks and Peter placed the L-PLP block before the SSC
and RPE blocks. The scheme of Peter can be seen in Figure 4.1. His coder uses both RPE and the
main block from SSC, which is Sinusoidal Extraction (SE), to code the error signal from L-PLP.
The SE block consists of two blocks, which are the Sinusoidal Analyzer (SiA) and the Sinusoidal
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Figure 4.1: Coding scheme proposed by Peter [56]. It uses both RPE and SE to code the error
signal from L-PLP.

Synthesizer (SiS). The SiA extracts the SE parameters from the error signal and the SiS creates
a sinusoidal excitation based on the SE parameters. The Multiplexer (MUX) constructs the bit
stream from the prediction coefficients, the SE parameters and the RPE parameters. The results
of this coder showed that excellent quality can be obtained at relatively low bit rates. In addition,
the audio sounds natural, but also sometimes a bit noisy.

Thus, inspired by the work of Riera-Palou and Peter, it was decided to use both SE and RPE
to quantize the main and side signal. This makes SLP very similar to a linear predictive speech
coder, except the Long Term Predictor (LTP, which function will be explained in Section 4.2.2)
has been replaced by SE. SE and RPE are described in more detail in the next two sections and
Section 4.2.3 describes the final design and settings of the system that quantizes the main and
side signal.

4.2.1 Sinusoidal Extraction

Sinusoidal Extraction estimates the frequency, amplitude and phase of sinusoids in the input
signal. A waveform is then generated based on these parameters, which is subtracted from the
input signal, resulting in a residual signal. A detailed description of SE can be found in [57].
However, this technique is not adequate for estimating sinusoids in the spectrally flat error signals
that result from L-PSLP. Therefore, Peter [56] implemented a redesigned SE, which is capable
of selecting the right sinusoids and right number of sinusoids from a spectrally flat signal. This
redesigned SE will now be described.

The redesigned SE, from now on simply called SE, uses three different algorithms to estimate
the SE parameters. The first algorithm is used to estimate the low frequencies (less than 400 Hz),
the second algorithm to estimate the high frequencies (greater than 400 Hz) and to select the
right number of sinusoids, and the third algorithm to estimate the amplitudes and phases. Two
different algorithms are used to estimate the low and the high frequencies, because otherwise, the
low-frequency sinusoids cannot be estimated as a consequence of the compromise between time
and frequency resolution [58]. The whole estimation procedure for the SE parameters can be seen
in Figure 4.2. The three estimation algorithms will now be described. But first, we derive the
Fourier Transform and the derivative of the Fourier Transform of the error signal, now denoted
by r. With this and the description of the algorithms, we follow the same reasoning as in [56J.

The Fourier Transform Rw of the windowed signal rw, with

rw[n] = r[n] .w[n], (4.18)

and w the window, is given by

(4.19)
11
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Figure 4.2: Procedure to estimate the SE parameters, which uses an algorithm to estimate the
low frequencies, an algorithm to estimate the high frequencies and to select the right number of
sinusoids, and an algorithm to estimate the amplitudes and phases.

where Ok is a discrete set of frequencies. The derivative of Rw with respect to Ok is given by

(4.20)

where Y is the Fourier Transform of y, with

y[n] = nrw[n]. (4.21)

Thus, we have

(4.22)

We can rewrite (4.20) to

(4.23)

which leads to

Y [ejOk ] = -Rw [e jBk ] ~:~ +jej¢id~~:I.

Taking the complex conjugation and multiplying by Rw [e jOk ] gives

(4.24)

(4.25)

where * denotes complex conjugation. We now define D as

(4.26)

thus D can be written as

(4.27)

This means that searching for maxima of IRw I is equivalent to searching for zero-crossings of D.
From now on, we write Rw [ejOk ] as Rw[k].

The algorithm that estimates the low frequencies is the peak picking algorithm from [57]. It
works as follows:

1. Determine Rw , Y, IRwl and D as described above.
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2. Search for the roughly estimated candidate frequencies, which are the maxima of tRwl. Index
k indicates a maximum if

(IRw[k - 1]1 < IRw[kJI) A (IRw[k + 1]1 < IRw[kJl)
A{(IRw[k - 2]1 < IRw[k -1]1) V (IRw[k + 2]1 < IRw[k + 1]1)},

where k = 0,1, ... ,Nff/, with Nfft the length of the FFT.

3. A candidate is accepted if the derivative of IRwl has a zero crossing, thus

D[k] > 0 A D[k + IJ < O.

(4.28)

(4.29)

4. Calculate a high-precision frequency estimate (h,h for the frequencies in (h that are accepted
candidates. This high-precision frequency estimate is given by linear interpolation according
to

(4.30)

5. The high-precision frequency estimate is accepted if

(4.31 )

where 1'f is the frequency resolution defined by rf = 21fIN, with N the frame length of the
input signal.

6. Order the accepted high-precision frequency estimates according to decreasing amplitude
and select a number of frequencies according to a given threshold.

The algorithm that estimates the high frequencies and selects the right number of sinusoids is a
redesigned version of the algorithm that estimates the low frequencies. It works as follows, where
the first five steps are the same as above:

6. Calculate the second derivative D 2 for the frequencies in (h that are accepted high-precision
frequency estimates. This second derivative is given by

D 2 [k] = D[k + 1] - D[k].
th+l - (h

(4.32)

7. Calculate for all the accepted high-precision frequency estimates the equivalent Bark band
width BW with the empirical formula [59]. The BW is given by

BW[k] = 25 + 75· (1 + 1.4.10-6 . B%,h)0.69 . (4.33)

8. Calculate the normalized second derivative D;'orm around each accepted high-precision fre
quency estimate, given by

2 D2 [k]
Dnorm[k] = BW[k] , (4.34)

and order the accepted high-precision frequency estimates according to decreasing normalized
second derivative.
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9. Search for left side and right side valley data points for every k where an accepted high
precision frequency estimate exists. Data point k - i is considered a left side valley at the
vicinity of k if

(IRw[kJI > IRw[k - 1]1> ... > IRw[k -ill) 1\ (IRw[k -i]1 < IRw[k -i- 1]1).

Data point k + i is considered a right side valley at the vicinity of k if

(4.35)

(4.36)

The general valley point around data point k is now the point having the maximum amplitude
V, with V given by

V = max{IRw[k -i]l, IRw[k + ill}. (4.37)

10. Determine the height H of the frequency peaks (in dB) for every accepted high-precision
frequency estimates, given by

H[k] = 20 .loglO IRw[kll - 20 . log10 V. (4.38)

11. Select the frequencies from the ordered accepted high-precision frequency estimates that
satisfy H[k] > HthTes, where Hth"es is a given threshold.

Before we describe the algorithm that estimates the amplitudes and phases, we first have to derive
some relations for them. If we consider the signal r, we want to find an approximation f of
this signal on the interval [-(N - 1)/2, (N - 1)/2]' where N is the length of the interval. The
approximation is given by

r[n] = Acos(won + 1;), (4.39)

where A, Wo and 1; are the amplitude, frequency and phase, respectively. This approximation can
be rewritten as

r[n] = ~ {aoejlJn
} ,

with ao = Aej ¢ and () = woo We now introduce the pattern p, given by

p[n] = e)IJn,

and its windowed version Pw, given by

pw[n] = ej(Jn • w[n].

(4.40)

(4.41 )

(4.42)

To compute the complex amplitude ao, we consider the approximation of signal r", on the approx
imation interval given above by a linear combination of pattern functions Pw. This leads to the
following optimization criterion E, given by

(4.43)
n

Minimizing E with respect to ao leads to the normal equation

(4.44)
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Pw[-(N - 1)/2] p:,[-(N - 1)/2]

Pw[O]

Pw[(N - 1)/2]

p;"[O]

p;"[(N - 1)/2]

(4.45)

and

Lw =

rw[-(N - 1)/2J

r'w[O]

rw[(N - 1)/2]

(4.46)

(4.47)

Solving (4.44) results in the complex amplitude aD, and the amplitude A and phase ¢ are now
given by

A= laol,
and

-1 (B'{ao})
¢ = tan ~{ao}'

respectively.
The algorithm that estimates the amplitudes and phases now works as follows:

1. Calculate Pw using (4.42).

2. Calculate 00 by solving (4.44).

3. Calculate A and ¢ from (4.48) and (4.49), respectively.

4. Repeat the aforementioned steps for all selected frequencies.

(4.48)

(4.49)

In principle, joint optimization is required for all selected frequencies. However, to keep the
computational complexity low, the aforementioned algorithm calculates the amplitudes and phases
for one frequency at a time. Vve expect that this way of calculating will not lead to significant
deviations to the calculated amplitudes and phases if the selected frequencies are distinct enough.

4.2.2 Regular Pulse Excitation

Regular Pulse Excitation [60] is a quantization technique that tries to model the input signal as an
excitation that consists of equally spaced pulses with zeros in between. An important parameter
of RPE is the decimation factor, which is equal to the number of zeros in between the pulses minus
one. The pulses can have arbitrary amplitudes, or can be quantized by the RPE algorithm. RPE
works best on spectrally flat signals. The optimal excitation, which will be sent to the decoder,
is calculated such that the perceptual least-squares error at the decoder is minimized. For this
purpose, an Analysis-by-Synthesis (AbS) scheme is used, that incorporates an encoder, a decoder
and a weighting filter. The purpose of the weighting filter is to incorporate certain characteristics
of the human auditory system into the least-squares error. The RPE AbS encoder scheme that
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Figure 4.3: RPE AbS encoder scheme. It incorporates an encoder. a decoder and a weighting filter
to calculate the optimal excitation, which will be sent to the decoder. The stereo input signal is
denoted by 2., the stereo L-PSLP error signal by 1.:., the stereo RPE excitation by;r" the difference
between 1.:. and ;r, by §.r and the stereo perceptual error at the decoder by §.w'

is used in SLP can be seen in Figure 4.3, where the rotators and inverse rotators are removed
for convenience. The stereo input signal is denoted in this figure by 2., the stereo L-PSLP error
signal by 1.:., the stereo RPE excitation by ;r" the difference between 1.:. and ;r. by §.r and the stereo
perceptual error at the decoder by §.w' The RPE AbS encoder scheme works on a frame-by-frame
basis, with the frame length N chosen such that stationarity over the whole frame can be assumed.

We now want to derive an expression for the optimal excitation. First, we write the stereo
perceptual error at the decoder f w as

§.w = §.o + HW§.r'

where §.w' §.O and §.r are vectors of the form

(4.50)

ew,l [0]

e =-w
ew,dN -1]

ew ,2[0]
(4.51)

ew .2[N - 1]
§.O is a vector corresponding to the responses of filter H w due to its initial filter states, truncated
after N samples, §.r is a vector containing the difference between 1.:. and ;r" and H w is an 2N x 2N
matrix representing the impulse responses of filters H w.1 1, H w.12 , H w.21 and H w.22 , truncated
to N samples. The matrix H w is given by

H (Hw.ll H w 12 )
w = H w .21 H W : 22 '

where the impulse responses Hw,ll, H w,12, H w,21 and H w,22 are of the form

(4.52)

hW,ij[O] 0 0 0

hw,ij[l] hw,ij [0]

Hw.ij = hw,iJ [1] 0 (4.53)

hw,ij [0] 0
h·[N -1] h ·[N - 2] hw .ij [1] hw,ij[O]W.'J W."J
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The filter H w will be specified more precisely in the next section. If we now choose a decimation
factor for the left channel of D 1 , which means that only J1 equidistant pulses are allowed per
frame in the left channel (D 1 = N / JI) and a decimation factor for the right channel of D 2 , which
means that only h equidistant pulses are allowed per frame in the right channel (D2 = N/ J2 ),

then the pulse amplitudes ;Ip minimizing IIfw ll 2 are given by [60]

where ;Kp is a vector of the form

(4.54)

x =-p
xp,d.h - 1]

X p .2[0]
(4.55)

and M is a 2N x (J1 + h) location matrix containing zeros and ones, where ones indicate a
position in the excitation sequence that is non-zero. The 2N-sample excitation vector ;K can now
be computed as

(4.56)

where Q denotes the quantization procedure. Thus, quantization of the pulses is embedded into
the pulse optimization procedure, as presented in [53]. Then, different quantization techniques or
grids can be evaluated and the one resulting in the lowest distortion Ilfw 11 2 is selected.

There are two additional degrees of freedom when calculating the optimal pulse amplitudes,
which are both related to the location matrix. This is because the first pulses of excitation se
quences ;;[p,l and ;;[p,2 can have an arbitrary position in the location matrix, ranging from the first
to the D 1th and D 2th position, respectively. The optimal offsets are usually calculated by com
puting the optimal pulse amplitudes ;Kp and their associated distortions Ilfw Wfor every possible
offset combination and then choosing the optimal pulse amplitudes with the lowest distortion.

RPE is a technique that originally targeted narrow-band speech coding. Therefore, Riera-Palou
et al. [53J introduced two enhancements to make RPE more suitable for general audio coding.
These enhancements are improved optimization of pulse sequences and extra pulses, and will be
described next.

As described above, the optimal RPE excitation for the current frame is calculated by min
imizing the error IIfw l1 2 in the current frame. This results in expression (4.54) for the optimal
pulse amplitudes. However, the error in the next frame is not independent from the error in de
current frame, which is indicated by the term fa in (4.50). This means that due to the initial filter
states, the optimal excitation for frame k can induce a large error component in frame k + 1.

A solution for this problem is to define a new expression for the stereo perceptual error at the
decoder [61], given by

(4.57)

where W is a 2(N +F) x 2(N +F) weighting matrix, used to weigh the importance of the induced
error in future frames, with F indicating the additional length over which the error is measured.
Variables f.o, Hw and f:.r are identical to those in (4.50), except f:.o and the filter responses in Hw

are now truncated after N + F samples and f.r is now padded with F additional zeros. If we now
minimize IIf:.w I1 2

, then the optimal pulse amplitudes i p are given by

(4.58)
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where extra zeros are inserted into variables M and:E. This expression is very similar to (4.54).
The 4N-sample excitation vector i. can now be computed as

i. = M· Q[i.p ]' (4.59)

It has to be noted that still only J1 + h pulse amplitudes are computed and that i. has 2N
non-zero samples that can be removed. This makes the improved optimization only marginally
more complex.

The L-PSLP analysis filter is very effective in removing short-term correlations from the input
signal. which results in a spectrally flat error signal. However. the input signal often exhibits
also long-term correlations, which are not removed from the input signal. This results in a quasi
periodic pulse train in the error signal, which can be the reason for a poor compromise excitation.
Therefore, a Long Term Predictor is usually used in linear predictive speech coders to pre-filter
the error signal before the RPE stage. The LTP is a Linear Prediction analysis filter with a long
tapped delay line.

In contrast to its success in speech coding, the LTP gain is low for audio signals. This is
due to the presence of high frequencies, which obscure the quasi-periodic pulse train. Thus, the
LTP cannot be used for audio signals. As a solution, the RPE enhancement extra pulses was
proposed by Riera-Palou et al. [62], to model the pulse train. These pulses have a free gain, but
are constrained to the RPE grid and are placed in the positions of the largest pulse amplitudes.
This means that the RPE excitation is now given by

R I R 2

;£ext = M· Q[i.p ] +L Q[g,.,I]E(d,.,I) +L Q[g,.,2]E(d,.,2) ,
i=l j=1

(4.60)

where R 1 and R 2 are the number of extra pulses in the left and right channel, respectively, p is
a 2(N + F)-length vector of zeros, except at positions d,.,1 and d,.,2 for the left and right channel,
respectively, where it has unity value, and g,.,1 and g,.,2 are the gains associated with the extra
pulses in the left and right channel, respectively. It has to be noted that this RPE excitation can
be seen as a combination of RPE and multi-pulse excitation.

4.2.3 System Design and Settings

Before the final design and settings of the system that quantizes the main and side signal could
be made, several informal listening tests were performed to establish which parts of the main and
side signal are essential to maintain a good quality of the reconstructed input signal. The starting
point of these tests were the results from the informal listening tests performed by Selten [1].
These results showed that the side signal cannot be discarded completely, because there are some
important components within the lower frequency region. In addition, they showed that Spectral
Band Replication (SBR) can be applied to both the main and the side signal.

The first informal listening test in this project was performed to validate the statement that
the side signal cannot be discarded completely. The results showed that this is indeed the case.
They also showed that the important components of the side signal are limited to frequencies less
than ~4 kHz. In addition, the results showed that the side signal can be discarded completely
for mono and mono-like signals. The second test was performed to find the best method to
reconstruct the remaining part (greater than 4 kHz) of the side signal. The methods tried were
SBR and calculating a synthetic side signal from the main signal by applying a Schroder filter
(a decorrelation filter, which will be described more precisely later in this section) and a gain to
the main signal, resulting in a synthetic side signal uncorrelated with the main signal and with
the energy of the original side signal. The results showed that the second method gives a more
stable stereo image in the reconstructed input signal. The last test was performed to validate the
statement that SBR can be applied to the main signal. Again, the results showed that this is
indeed the case. They also showed that if STIR is used to transmit only the lower frequency part,
then the quality of the reconstructed input signal is still reasonably good, but not transparent
anymore.
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Figure 4.4: Full scheme of the SLP encoder, which uses two rotators and a L-PSLP analysis filter
to construct the main and side signal, and SE, RPE and a gain factor to quantize the main and
side signal.

Thus, with the results of the listening test in mind, it was decided to use SE and RPE to
quantize the main signal, and for stereo signals to use SE and RPE to quantize the lower frequency
part of the side signal (less than 4 kHz) and to use a synthetic side signal to reconstruct the
remaining part of the side signal. For mono and mono-like signals, it was decided to only quantize
the main signal, thus discarding the side signal completely. This resulted in the full scheme of the
SLP encoder depicted in Figure 4.4 and the full scheme of the SLP decoder depicted in Figure 4.5.
SE and RPE are combined in the encoder in the same way as in the scheme of Peter [56], depicted
in Figure 4.1. but with some modifications. The full schemes of the encoder and decoder will now
be described, concentrating on the part that quantizes the main and side signal in the encoder,
and on the corresponding part in the decoder.

The main and side signal, m and s, respectively, are constructed by passing the stereo input
signal through a pre-rotator, the L-PSLP analysis filter and a rotator, sllccessively. These blocks
were described already in Chapters 2 and 3. The L-PSLP analysis filter and the rotator use
a window size of 2048 samples and an update rate of 256 to calculate the optimal coefficients.
Because of bit rate constraints, the update rate should be raised to 1024 by interpolating the
coefficients for the missing three frames in between, but it was not known yet how to interpolate
the prediction coefficients. The order of the auto- and cross-predictors of L-PLSLP is equal to 15.
Although setting A = 0.7564 in the Laguerre filters, which were given by (3.30), results in a
frequency scale which is closest to the Bark scale for a sample frequency of 44.1 kHz, this setting
was not chosen, because numerical problems can occur when calculating the error signal for A close
to, or higher than 0.8. Therefore, it was proposed to use the setting of A = 0.7 [56]. The factor
Erel that is used in the regularization technique for L-PSLP in (3.64) is equal to 10-2 , and the
smoothing factor f in (3.70), used by Spectral Smoothing, is equal to 0.97. The first-order lowpass
filter that is used to smooth the calculated optimal rotation angle uses a filter coefficient in the
feedback loop of 0.95. After the rotator, the side signal is filtered by a lowpass filter with cutoff
frequency 4 kHz, to make sure that only this part of the side signal is quantized. This results in
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Figure 4.5: Full scheme of the SLP decoder, which uses the sinusoidal excitation, RPE excitation
and gain factor to reconstruct the main and side signal, and two inverse rotators and the L-PSLP
synthesis filter to reconstruct the original signal.

the lowpass filtered side signal sL.

Now, the main signal goes through Sinusoidal Analyzer 1 (SiAd, which extracts sinusoids with
a ma,ximum frequency of 16 kHz. The resulting sinusoidal parameters should then be quantized,
for example as in the sse coder [63] [64], which results in the quantized SE l parameters called
~

SE l parameters. A Sinusoidal Synthesizer (SiS) then creates a sinusoidal excitation based on the
quantized SE l parameters, which is subtracted from the main signal, resulting in a sinusoidal
residual of the main signal. The lowpass filtered side signal goes through SiA2 , which extracts
sinusoids with a maximum frequency of 4 kHz. The resulting sinusoidal parameters are quantized,

~

which results in the quantized SE2 parameters called SE2 parameters. Now, an SiS creates a
sinusoidal excitation based on the quantized SE2 parameters, which is subtracted from the lowpass
filtered side signal, resulting in a sinusoidal residual of the lowpass filtpred side signal.

The sinusoidal residuals of the main and lowpass filtered side signal then go to the RPE block.
This block was described already in Section 4.2.2, but the filter H w will now be specified more
precisely. The filter H w implements the filters of the decoder. joined in {F}-l, followed by the
weighting filter W, where {F} -1 is equal to the inverse of the pre-rotator followed by the L-PSLP
analysis filter, followed by the rotator, thus equal to the inverse rotator, followed by the L-PSLP
synthesis filter. followed by the inverse pre-rotator. In addition. the side signal reconstructed from
SE and RPE is lowpass filtered in the decoder, because only the frequency part less than 4 kHz is
used there. This operation also has to be included in {F} -1. The weighting filter W implements
certain characteristics of the human auditory system. That is, its frequency response is the inverse
of the spectral masking curve, calculated by a Psycho-Acoustic Model (PAM). However, a Stereo
Psycho-Acoustic Model (S-PAM) does not exist currently. Therefore, an approximation was used
that assumes that the S-PAM for the left ear depends on the left channel of the input signal and
not on the right channel of the input signal and thus, is independent from the S-PAM for the
right ear, which depends on the right channel of the input signal and not on the left channel of
the input signal. It is known that this approximation is not very close to the practical situation,
but it is the best that could be done. Thus, the spectral masking curve for the left channel is
derived from the envelope of the left channel of the input signal and the threshold in quiet, and
the spectral masking curve for the right channel is derived from the envelope of the right channel
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of the input signal and the threshold in quiet, where the threshold in quiet Tq is given by [2]

(4.61 )

However, the expression for the threshold in quiet that was used in the final weighting filter was
changed to

T,,(f) ~ {

3.64[(1 + 48.51) /1000] -0.8 - 6.5e-0.6(f /1000-3.3)2
+10-3(1/1000)3.5

3.64[(1 + 48.51) /1000j-0.8 - 6.5e-0.6(f /1000-3.3)2
+10673.10-3[(1 - 13230)/1000J016

if 0 < f ::; 13867;

if 13867 < f ::; 22050.

(4.62)

Otherwise, certain frequency ranges will be completely ignored in the modelling error. This can
result in an RPE excitation with relatively much energy in the lower and higher frequencies. The
final filter H w can now be given by

H w ( ':1 :2 ). (

cos( -11'/4) . I sin( -11' /4) . I ).( 8 11 8 12 )-sin(-Jr/4)· I cos( -11' /4) . I 8 21 8 22

( cos( -cp) . I sin( -cp) . I ) . ( I L~ ), (4.63). -sin(-cp)· I cos( -ip) . I 0

where WI and W 2 are the weighting filters for the left and right channel, respectively, I is the
identity matrix, 8 11 , 8 12 , 8 21 and 822 are the L-PSLP synthesis filters for the left to the left
channel, for the right to the left channel, for the left to the right channel and for the right to
the right channel, respectively, and LP is the lowpass filter already mentioned. All matrices just
mentioned are (N + F) x (N + F) matrices and WI, W 2 , 8 11 , 8 12 , 8 21 , 8 22 and LP are of the
form given by (4.53), but the filter responses are now truncated after N + F samples. The result
of the RPE block is a set of parameters which describe the RPE excitation. T~parameters are

then quantized, which results in the quantized RPE parameters called RPE parameters.
The quantization procedure in (4.59) was chosen to be the same as in [53] and [56]. This

means that the pulses can only have three possible levels: + 1, 0 and -1, and a gain is computed
for each frame, which scales the quantized pulses such that the error with respect to the signal to
be modelled is minimized in a least-squares sense.

The RPE block uses a decimation factor for the main signal of 2 and a decimation factor for
the side signal of 5. The number of extra pulses is equal to 5 for the main signal and equal to 1
for the side signal. These numbers of extra pulses were chosen, because less extra pulses had a
negative effect on the quality of the output signal, but more extra pulses did not lead to a big
improvement of the quality of the output signal. Parameter F, which indicates the additional
length over which the error 11r.", 11 2 is measured, is equal to N and the induced error in the next
frame is taken to be as important as the induced error in the current frame. Thus, the weighting
matrix Win (4.57) can be removed.

It has to be noted that the RPE block calculates the optimal excitation such that the perceptual
least-squares error at the decoder is minimized. Thus, the RPE block looks at the output signal
of the decoder and not at the input signal of the RPE block (the main and side signal) when
calculating the optimal excitation signal. This means that it can happen that for one non-zero
and one zero input channel (for example a main and a zero side signal), the optimal excitation
can have pulses in both channels. Thus, for mono and mono-like signals, where the side signal
is removed, it is not sufficient to make the side signal zero before it is sent to the RPE block,
because the output of the RPE block can still have pulses in both channels. A better solution is
to explicitly forbid the RPE block to put pulses in the side signal, by changing the filter H w .

Now, the quantized RPE parameters are used to make a RPE excitation for the main signal eX1,

which, combined with the sinusoidal excitation for the main signal, results in the reconstructed
main signal 1n. This signal is used, together with the side signal, to calculate the gain that is
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needed to preserve the original energy in the higher frequencies of the reconstructed side signal,
when calculating the synthetic side signal from the main signal. Both signals are first highpass
filtered with a cutoff frequency of 4 kHz and then lowpass filtered with a cutoff frequency of
18 kHz, resulting in two signals with the right frequency range to calculate the gain. The filtered
reconstructed main signal 11lHL then goes through a Schroder filter, which is a decOlTelation filter,
because the synthetic side signal will be calculated from the main signal with this filter in the
decoder. The Schroder filter will be described more precisely later in this section, when the full
scheme of the decoder is described. It is also explained then why this filter is used in the decoder.
The next step is to calculate the gain g by

g=
E[SHL]

E[1hHLS] ,
(4.64)

where E denotes the signal energy. The final step in the encoder is to quantize the gain with an
uniform or non-uniform quantizer.

The decoder uses the quantized RPE parameters to make the RPE excitation and the quantized
SE parameters to make the sinusoidal excitations. These excitations are added, which results in
the reconstructed main signa11h and the temporary reconstructed side signal ST. The temporary
reconstructed side signal is then lowpass filtered to obtain h, because it is only used for frequencies
less than 4 kHz. Now, the synthetic side signal is made by highpass filtering the main signal,
because it is only used for frequencies greater than 4 kHz. The resulting signal then goes through
a decorrelation filter. This filter is needed, because the synthetic side signal has to be uncorrelated
with the main signal, from a fine-structure waveform point of view. This is necessary for the
stability of the stereo image in the resulting output signal. The filter used is a Schroder filter,
which is an allpass decorrelation filter with a frequency-dependent delay. It exhibits low auto
correlation at nonzero lags. Therefore, it is suitable to construct the synthetic side signal. A
Schroder filter consists of a single period of a positive Schroder complex [65]. Its impulse response
hd for 0 :::; n :::; N s - 1 is given by

N,/2 ( ())
h [ 1

_ '" ~. 21rkn 27rk k - 1
dn-LNcos N + N '

k=O s s s

(4.65)

where N s is the length of the period, which is equal to 640. The last step in constructing the
synthetic side signal SH synth is to apply the gain to the Schroder filtered signal, to preserve the
original energy in the higher frequencies of the reconstructed side signal. This reconstructed side
signal S is now the sum of hand SHsynth' The reconstructed main and side signal are then passed
through the inverse rotator. the L-PSLP synthesis filter and the inverse pre-rotator, which results
in the reconstructed input signals Xl and X2' These three blocks were also described already in
Chapters 2 and 3.

4.3 Summary

We showed in this chapter how the stereo prediction coefficients can be mapped to a different
representation before they are quantized. This results in a smaller distortion of the analysis and
synthesis filter characteristics. Thereafter, we described how both SE and RPE can be used to
quantize the main and side signal, making SLP very similar to a linear predictive speech coder.
We chose this combination, because Riera-Palou et al. [53] [54] and Peter [56] showed that RPE
with SE is a good combination to code the error signal from L-PLP, and that excellent quality
can be obtained with this combination at relatively low bit rates.

We have now described our proposal for a stereo audio coder, which we called SLP, how SLP
can be made more psycho-acoustically inspired by incorporating Laguerre filters into its scheme,
and how the prediction coefficients and the main and side signal can be quantized. In the next
chapter, we will describe the remaining issue of this thesis, which is evaluation of the performance
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of SLP. This evaluation includes an estimation of the bit rate, the results of a formal listening test
to determine the subjective quality of the coded material, and an evaluation of the coding delay,
the computational complexity and the scalability of the coder.



Chapter 5

Performance of the Coder

'When evaluating the performance of a coder, several attributes are important. These attributes
include bit rate, subjective quality of the coded material, coding delay, computational complexity
and scalability. This chapter evaluates the performance of the SLP coder by considering the
aforementioned attributes. The first section gives a rough estimate of the bit rate of the SLP
coder. The second section determines the subjective quality of the coded material by using a
formal listening test. The last section considers the three other attributes, which are coding delay,
computational complexity and scalability.

5.1 Bit Rate

The bit rate of the SLP coder consists of three parts: the quantized prediction coefficients and
rotation angle, the quantized main signal, and the quantized side signal. Thus, to estimate the bit
rate of the whole SLP coder, the bit rates of the three different parts should be analyzed. These
bit rate estimations are based on entropy-coding of the quantized data. The resulting bit rates
were not measured and it was not the purpose of this project to find the optimal quantization
method for the different parameters. Therefore. only a rough estimate of the bit rates can be
given.

Unfortunately, it is not possible yet to give an accurate estimate of the bit rate needed by the
quantized prediction coefficients, because no quantization experiments have been performed for
L-PSLP coefficients of order 15 yet. However, we do know that the bit rate needed by the rotation
angle will be insignificant compared to the overall bit rate. This is because the rotation angle is
lowpass filtered, resulting in a slowly-varying rotation angle. This means that 2 bits should be
sufficient to code one rotation angle. We have approximately 44100/256 = 172 frames per second,
which results in a bit rate of approximately 172 . 2 = 344 bps for the rotation angle. To make a
rough estimate of the bit rate needed by the quantized prediction coefficients, we can use data that
we know from one channel linear prediction. These data indicate that 3 bits suffice for quantizing
one L-PLP coefficient. when entropy coding is applied [66]. We use a total of 15·4 = 60 L-PSLP
coefficients and have approximately 44100/1024 = 43 frames per second, which gives a bit rate of
approximately 43·60·3 = 8 kbps. We estimate the bit rate of the overhead (the header) to be 2
kbps, which results in 10 kbps as a very rough estimate of the bit rate needed by the quantized
prediction coefficients.

The bit rate needed by the quantized main signal consists of two components: the bit rate
needed by the Sinusoidal Excitation parameters and the bit rate needed by the Regular Pulse
Excitation parameters. Peter [56] made an estimate of these bit rates for his one channel L-PLP
audio coder. Because the main signal can be seen as a normal one channel Linear Prediction error
signal, we can use his method to give an estimate for the bit rates needed by the SE parameters
and the RPE parameters.

The bit rate needed by the SE parameters is a function of the number of sinusoids extracted

53
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~
Code CName Duration Stereo Character N sins

(8) Main Side

esOl Suzanne Vega 10.7340 IvIono-like 9917 -
es02 German male 8.5998 Mono 7620 -
es03 English female 7.6043 Mono 4489 -
scOl Trumpet 10.9688 Stereo 10557 5123
sc03 Pop 11.5520 Stereo 17544 7442
siOl Harpsichord 7.9954 Stereo 21735 7467
smOl Bagpipe 11.1487 Stereo 24494 13022

Table 5.1: The number of sinusoids N sins in seven excerpts.

per second. Three different sinusoids can be distinguished: absolute births, relative births and
continuations. Births are sinusoids that are new in a particular frame, thus were not present in
the frame before, where an absolute birth is the birth in a frame with the lowest frequency and
the relative births are all other births in that frame. Continuations are sinusoids that are linked
to another sinusoid in the previous frame. Every sinusoid is characterized by three parameters,
which are the frequency, amplitude and phase. This means that the bit rate needed for encoding
the sinusoids BRsin is given by

(5.1)

where nab, nrb and n c are the total number of absolute births, relative births and continuations,
respectively; baf , br f and bcf are the average number of bits needed for encoding the frequency
of one absolute birth, one relative birth and one continuation, respectively; baa, bra and bca. are
the average number of bits needed for encoding the amplitude of one absolute birth, one relative
birth and one continuation, respectively; bap, brp and bcp are the average number of bits needed
for encoding the phase of oue absolute birth, one relative birth and one continuation, respectively;
texcerpt is the length of the audio excerpt. The overall bit rate needed by the SE parameters BRsE

can now be given by

BRsE = BRsin + BRheaden (5.2)

where BRheader is the bit rate of the header, which transmits the number of births occurring in
every frame. This bit rate is given by

BR _ nframes . bbirths
header - t '

excerpt
(5.3)

where nframes and bbirths are the total number of frames and the average number of bits needed
for encoding the number of births in a frame, respectively.

To give an estimate of the bit rate needed by the SE parameters in his coder, Peter [56]
calculated all parameters involved for seven excerpts typically used in MPEG listening tests. To
give an estimate of the bit rate needed by the SE parameters in the SLP coder, the number of
sinusoids N sins was calculated for the same excerpts. The only difference being that these excerpts
were now stereo. The results obtained can be seen in Table 5.1. The number of sinusoids in the
main signal is in the same range as the number of sinusoids that Peter calculated for all excerpts.
Therefore, we assume that the other parameters are also in the same range and we can use his
estimations for the bit rates of the SE parameters. If we average these estimations over all excerpts
involved, then we arrive at the bit rate needed by the SE parameters for the main signal, which
equals 9 kbps.
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Similar to the bit rate needed by the SE parameters, the bit rate needed by the RPE parameters
BRRPE is given by

(5.4)

where BRamp and BRheader are the bit rates needed to encode the amplitudes of the RPE pulses
and the bit rate of the header, respectively. The pulses can have only three different amplitudes
(+1,0 and -1), which means that the BRamp is given by

1.5
BRamp = Fs • fl' (5.5)

where F... and D are the sampling frequency and the decimation factor, respectively and 1.5 is the
average number of bits needed to represent the amplitude of one pulse [67]. The bit rate of the
header is given by

BRheader = BRgain + BRaffset + BRepulseSl (5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

where BRgain , BRoffset and BRepulses are the bit rate needed to encode the gain applied to the
pulses, the bit rate needed to encode the offset of the pulses and the bit rate needed to encode the
extra pulses, respectively. The BRgain is given by

6
BRgain = Fs . Nf'

with 6 the average number of bits needed to represent one gain [67], and N f the frame length.
The BRoffset is given by

log2(D)
BRaffset = Fs . Nf '

and the BRepulses is estimated to be 1 kbps per extra pulse [56].
RPE works on the main signal with a decimation factor of 2, with a frame length of 256 and

uses five extra pulses, which results in a bit rate needed by the RPE parameters for the main
signal of 39 kpbs. Thus, the total bit rate needed by the quantized main signal equals 48 kbps.

The bit rate needed by the quantized side signal consists of three components: the bit rate
needed by the SE parameters, the bit rate needed by the RPE parameters, and the bit rate needed
by the extra gain, which is used for the synthetic side signal. This gain is assumed to have a similar
characteristic as the gain applied to the pulses in RPE and is also transmitted once per frame,
which has as size of 256 samples. Therefore, the bit rate of the extra gain is assumed to be equal
to the bit rate of the gain applied to the pulses in RPE, which was 1 kbps. The side signal can also
be seen as a normal one channel Linear Prediction error signal and therefore, we use the method
of Peter again to give an estimate for the bit rates needed by the SE parameters and the RPE
parameters.

To give an estimate of the bit rate needed by the SE parameters for the side signal, the number
of sinusoids in the side signal was calculated for the same excerpts as were used to calculate the
number of sinusoids in the main signal, with the exception of excerpts Suzanne Vega, German
male and English female, because these excerpts do not use a side signal. The results can be seen
in Table 5.1. The average number of sinusoids in the side signal is approximately half the average
number of sinusoids in the main signal. For the main signal, we had on average 1400 sinusoids per
second. This means that for the side signal, we have on average 700 sinusoids per second. This
number is in between the average number of sinusoids per second of excerpts Suzanne Vega and
English female in the results of Peter [56]. Therefore, we use a bit rate that is also in between the
bit rates of these excerpt, as the bit rate needed by the SE parameters for the side signal. This
bit rate is now estimated to be approximately 5 kbps.

It was described above how the bit rate needed by the RPE parameters can be calculated.
RPE works on the side signal with a decimation factor of 5, with a frame length of 256 and uses
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one extra pulse, which results in a bit rate needed by the RPE parameters for the side signal of
16 kpbs. Thus, the total bit rate needed by the quantized side signal equals 22 kbps.

The estimate of the total bit rate of the SLP coder can now be given as the sum of the bit
rates of the three different parts, which results in a bit rate of 80 kbps for stereo signals and a bit
rate of 58 kbps for mono or mono-like signals. The calculations described above to arrive at these
bit rates, are summarized in Table 5.2.

Part Bit Rate Remarks Reference
(kbps)

Paramo 10
Rot. angle 0.3 Nt = 256

2 b/angle
Pred. coeff. 10 Order = 60 [66]

Nt = 1024
3 b/coeff.

Main 48
SE 9 N sins same as Peter [56]

RPE 39
RPEamp 33 D=2 [67]

Levels = 3
1.5 b/amplitude

RPEgain 1 Nt = 256 [67]
6 b/gain

RPEoffset 0.2 Nt = 256
1 b/offset

RPEepulses 5 5 Pulses [56]
1 kb/pulse

Side 22
Gain 1 Nt = 256

6 b/gain
SE 5 N sins half of Peter [56]

RPE 16
RPEamp 13 D=5 [67]

Levels = 3
1.5 b/amplitude

RPEgain 1 Nt = 256 [67]
6 b/gain

RPEoffset 0.4 Nt = 256
2.3 b/offset

RPEepulses 1 1 Pulse [56]
1 kb/pulse

r otal
[

80
58

Stereo
Mono

Table 5.2: Summary of the bit rate calculations.

5.2 Subjective Quality

One of the criteria that was used to design SLP was that the coder should deliver a subjective
audio quality which is (almost) equal to the subjective audio quality delivered by state-of-the-
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art low bit rate mono coders, which use OCS for the stereo image. vVe choose Advanced Audio
Coding (AAC) as low bit rate mono coder to make this comparison, because it is one of the most
popular audio formats available. AAC aims for International Telecommunications Union (ITU)-R
indistinguishable quality at 64 kbps per mono channel. If the stereo image is coded with 8 kbps
OCS, then the total stereo bit rate equals 72 kbps. This means that the bit rate of SLP is only
slightly higher. Whether the subjective quality of the coded material of SLP is also similar to
that of AAC still remains to be seen of course. This question will be answered in the next three
sections. The first section describes the setup of the formal listening test that was performed to
determine the subjective quality of the coded material, the second section gives the results of this
listening test and the last section discusses these results.

5.2.1 Listening Test Setup

The purpose of the formal listening test was to have an indication of the subjective quality of the
coded material of SLP with respect to the subjective quality of the coded material of AAC. The
test was performed in a quiet listening room and the excerpts were presented through high-quality
headphones (Beyer-Dynamic DT990 PRO). The test employed MUSHRA methodology (MUlti
Stimulus test with Hidden Reference and Anchors) [68]. In a MUSHRA test, the listener is
presented with a known original version (which can be listened to at any time) and several blind
versions, for each excerpt to be tested. The blind versions include a hidden reference, anchors, and
versions coded by the different coders to be tested. The order of the excerpts is different for each
listener and the order of the blind versions is different for each excerpt and for each listener. The
listener has to rank each blind version on a quality scale from 0 to 100. The software tool used
to perform the test was the Integrated Listening Test Tool (ILTT) from Philips Digital Systems
Labs.

Six listeners participated in the listening test. Their ages ranged from 24-39 years and they all
had a musical background and a normal hearing.

The test excerpts were eleven excerpts typically used in MPEG listening tests. They can be
seen in Table 5.3. All items were stereo, 16 bits per sample, at a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz.
The MPEG excerpt Castanets was not used, because it was known in advance that SLP does not
produce an output signal with a high subjective quality for this excerpt. This can be attributed
to the fact that Castanets contains a lot of transients and a transient detection and simulation
algorithm or something similar is not implemented in SLP.

The blind versions coded by different coders were a version coded by SLP and two versions
coded by AAC. The version coded by SLP was made by quantizing the RPE parameters and the

Code Name Duration Stereo Character Contents
(s)

esOl Suzanne Vega 10.7340 Mono-like Speech
es02 German male 8.5998 Mono Speech
es03 English female 7.6043 Mono Speech
sc01 Trumpet 10.9688 Stereo Multiple instruments
sc02 Orchestra 12.7322 Stereo Multiple instruments
sc03 Pop 11..5.520 Stereo ~vIultiple instruments
si01 Harpsichord 7.9954 Stereo Single instrument
si03 Pitch pipe 27.8871 Stereo Single instrument

smOl Bagpipe 11.1487 Stereo Single instrument
sm02 Glockenspiel 10.0954 Stereo Single instrument
sm03 Plucked strings 13.9857 Stereo Single instrument

Table 5.3: Excerpts used in the listening test.
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gain, but without quantizing the prediction coefficients, the rotation angle and the SE parameters,
because it was not known how to do this, or the code was not available to do this. However,
the subjective quality of the output signal is mainly determined by RPE, because this block
quantizes everything that has not been filtered out by the L-PSLP block and the SE blocks.
Thus, it is not expected that the subjective quality of the output signal is much lower when
all parameters are quantized. If the excerpt was mono or mono-like, then the side signal was
removed. The two versions coded by AAC were coded by a High Efficiency AAC (HE-AAC) coder
from Coding Technologies. The HE version of AAC was used, because this version uses Spectral
Band Replication (SBR) when coding the audio signals. This technique is also used by SLP (in
the RPE block, because the decimation factors are greater than 1). To be able to use OCS as the
stereo coding technique in HE-AAC, the V2 version of HE-AAC has to be used. However, the
maximum bit rate that is possible with this version is 48 kbps. Therefore, the first AAC version
was coded by HE-AAC-V2 at 48 kbps. The second AAC version was coded by HE-AAC using a
normal stereo coding technique at the same bit rate as SLP for stereo signals, which is 80 kbps.
The anchors were 7 and 10 kHz lowpass filtered versions of the original signal.

5.2.2 Listening Test Results

The results of the listening test, averaged across all listeners and all mono and mono-like excerpts
per coder, are given in Figure 5.1. The asterisks denote the mean MUSHRA scores and the error
bars represent the 95% confidence intervals. It can be seen that the scores of HE-AAC at 80 kbps
(HEAAC@80) and HE-AAC-V2 at 48 kbps (HEAACV2@48) are almost equal, which means that
these coders result in almost equal subjective quality for mono or mono-like signals. It can also be
seen that the score of the hidden reference (Hid.Ref.) is not much higher and that the confidence
interval is not overlapping with 100, indicating that the hidden reference was fairly often confused
with one of the coded versions. This means that HEAAC@80 and HEAACV2@48 are almost
transparent for mono or mono-like signals. The score of SLP at 58 kbps (SLP@58) is equal to
approximately 60, indicating that the subjective quality of SLP@58 for mono or mono-like signals
is between fair and good. The last thing that can be seen is that the score of the 10 kHz anchor
(Anc.lOkHz) is almost equal to the scores of HEAAC@80 and HEAACV2@48, but that the score
of the 7 kHz anchor (Anc. 7kHz) is even lower than the score of SLP@58.

The results of the listening test, averaged across all listeners and all stereo excerpts per
coder, are given in Figure 5.2. It can be seen that compared to the previous figure, the score
of HEAACV2@48 has dropped substantially, indicating that HEAACV2@48 has problems with
coding the stereo image. The score of HEAAC@80 has also dropped, but only slightly and the
score of the hidden reference is now a little bit higher. This means that now more listeners spotted
the hidden reference and that HEAAC@80 is less transparent for stereo signals. It can also be
seen that the score of SLP at 80 kbps (SLP@80) is equal to the score of SLP@58 from the previous
figure. This indicates that for mono or mono-like signals, the side signal can be removed without
any loss in subjective quality, as was expected. In addition, the score of SLP@80 is now equal to
the score of HEAACV2@48, because of the drop in subjective quality of HEAACV2@48 for stereo
signals. However, listeners indicated that these equal scores were not caused by equal types of
coding artifacts. While HEAACV2'.:J48 mainly suffered from stereo image problems, the coding
artifacts in SLP@80 were mainly attributed to quantization noise. The last thing that can be seen
is that the score of the 10 kHz anchor is now a little bit lower, compared to the previous figure,
but that the score of the 7 kHz anchor is now a little bit higher. However, the 7 kHz anchor is
still rated lower than SLP@80.

The listening test results for the SLP coder, averaged across all listeners per excerpt, are given
in Figure 5.3. This figure shows fairly broad confidence intervals, due to the fact that different
listeners rate the same artifacts with different scores. This is not unusual when testing low bit
rate coders. It can be seen that SLP@80 performs very well for Trumpet and especially Orchestra,
which are complex excerpts with multiple instruments. However, the resulting subjective quality
of Pop is not good, which is also a complex excerpt with multiple instruments. It can also be
seen that the results of Harpsichord, Pitch pipe and Bagpipe, which are excerpts with a single
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Figure 5.1: Listening test results per coder for all mono excerpts.
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Figure 5.3: Listening test results per excerpt for SLP. The bit rate of the first three excerpts is 58
kbps, the bit rate of the other excerpts 80 kbps.

instrument, range from average to a little bit above average. Yet, the the results of Glockenspiel
and Plucked strings, which are also excerpts with a single instrument, are way below average.
Thus, it can be concluded that SLP@80 has problems with single instrument excerpts in general,
but with Glockenspiel and Plucked strings in particular and, apart from that, that it has a lot of
problems with Pop.

In addition to the listening test results shown in this section, Appendix B shows the listening
test results per individual excerpt, averaged across all listeners.

5.2.3 Discussion

In the mono case, the score of SLP@58 does not come very close to the scores of either HEAAC@80,
HEAACV2@48 or the hidden reference, which means that some work has to be done to improve
this. It is expected that if SLP for mono or mono-like signals uses the same bit rate as HEAAC@80
and as SLP for stereo signals, which means a bit rate of 80 kbps, then its subjective quality will
be a lot closer to the subjective quality of HEAAC@80 and HEAACV2@48 for mono or mono-like
signals. Thus, an additional 23 kbps can be spent then on quantizing the main signal. Suggestions
for this are to use a decimation factor of 1 or to use five levels to quantize the pulses in the RPE
block.

We now concentrate on the stereo case, where the score of SLP@80 does not corne very close
to the score of HEAAC@80. This means that also for the stereo case some work has to be done to
improve this. However, it is not possible now to use a higher bit rate, in contrast to SLP@58 for
mono and mono-like signals. This is because the bit rate is already reasonably high. Thus, other
measures have to be taken. We will now give some suggestions.

In the first place, it is known that transients are a problem currently, because a listener noticed
pre-echoes in some of the SLP@80 coded files, such as Harpsichord and Glockenspiel. This could
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Figure 5.4: Amplitude spectrum of a windowed portion of the left channel of Pop.

be expected, because as already mentioned, a transient detection and simulation algorithm or
something similar was not implemented. Thus, transients need to be addressed in SLP. The
biggest improvement is expected for Harpsichord, Glockenspiel and possibly Plucked strings and
the speech excerpts, but it is also possible that the other excerpts will improve as well. The total
bit rate does not need to increase with this extra block, because the optimal number of extra
pulses in RPE was determined before the SE block was added to the scheme. So, it is possible
that the number of extra pulses can be lowered, making up to 6 kbps available.

In addition, in order to obtain insight into the other causes, we can use the results of the
SLP coder per excerpt. It was already stated that Pop, Glockenspiel and Plucked strings have
the biggest problems. From these, Pop immediately stands out, because SLP performs very
well for the other complex excerpts with multiple instruments. Therefore, Pop should be analyzed
thoroughly. This analysis should result in a few key areas which need to be improved. Preliminary
investigations already showed that two key areas can be identified in the frequency domain. This
is depicted in Figure 5.4, which shows the amplitude spectrum of a windowed portion of the left
channel of Pop. Three lines can be seen, which are the original, the SLP coded version and the
difference between the coded and the original version.

It can be seen that in the frequency region from 1 Hz to 4 kHz, the amplitude spectrum
of the coded version is very close to that of the original version. Therefore, the difference is
relatively small there. The first key area that is noticeable is the frequency region from 4 kHz to
approximately 8 kHz, where the difference between the coded and the original version is larger
than in the previous region. The difference is also larger than it was for HEAACV2@48 in the
same region (4 - 8 kHz). A possible solution for this problem is to use RPE and SE to quantize
the side signal up to 8.8 kHz. However, the decimation factor of RPE for the side signal still
remains 5. This means that Spectral Band Replication is now used for the 4.4 - 8.8 kHz part of
the side signal. The synthetic side signal is then used for frequencies greater than 8.8 kHz.

In the frequency region from approximately 8 kHz to approximately 15 kHz, the difference
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between the coded and the original version is also relatively large. However, this was also the case
for HEAACV2@48. The second problem can be found in the frequency region of approximately
15 kHz and higher. It can be seen that the SLP coded version has more energy in that region.
Possibly, this is consistent with the noted extra quantization noise in the SLP coded excerpts.
Therefore. it is suggested to filter the SLP coded version with a filter that attenuates the signal
in the higher frequencies.

5.3 Other Attributes

The three other attributes, which are the coding delay, computational complexity and scalability,
are now considered, starting with the coding delay.

Several applications that use digital transmission of audio signals, such as in-ear monitoring
for musicians or wireless digital transmission to loudspeakers, require minimal delay. However,
standard perceptual audio coders such as AAC or AAC Low Delay suffer from the algorithmic
delay inherent to subband coding. An advantage of the Linear Prediction based audio coders
over existing subband and transform coders is that with predictive coding, it is possible to ob
tain a very small encoding/decoding delay [69] [70], with basically no loss of compression perfor
mance [71]. Comparing the coding delays of the coders used in the listening test, the delay of
HEAAC@80 is equal to 4276 samples or 97 ms at a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz, while the
delay of HEAACV2@48 is 7171 samples or 163 ms, which is even higher. The delay of the SLP
coder is currently 1152 samples or 26 ms, because this is the number of samples that have to
be buffered before the first set of prediction coefficients can be computed. It is expected that
the coding delay can be even lower, because the ULD Codec from Fraunhofer, which is based on
one-channel Linear Prediction, achieves a delay of only 6 ms [72]. However, it is expected that a
delay of 6 ms cannot be achieved by the SLP coder, because the lower limit of the coding delay
will not be determined by buffering of samples in the L-PSLP block, but by buffering of samples
in the SE block.

Computational complexity is an important issue, because it determines the physical size and
capabilities of the digital signal processor the coder will be implemented on. A lower computational
complexity usually means a cheaper processor and a lower power usage. Especially the latter is
very important for portable applications such as mobile phones. Currently, the pulse optimization
in RPE is the bottleneck in the SLP coder, because for every pulse offset in the main signal
(of which there are two). five different pulse offsets in the side signal are tried. Then. for every
offset combination, 20 different quantization boundaries are tried. These boundaries determine
whether the amplitude of a pulse is either +1, 0, or -1. If the pulse optimization is simplified, for
example by changing the combined optimization to a sequential optimization and by making the
quantization boundary dependent on the boundary of the previous frame, then we can estimate
the computational complexity as follows. The complexity of the GSM RPE-LTP coder, which is
a one-channel Linear Prediction based speech coder that uses a sampling frequency of 8 kHz, is
5 to 6 MIPS [73]. The SLP coder is very similar to the GSM RPE-LTP coder, the differences
being that SLP is a stereo coder, that it uses a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz and that the
LTP is replaced by SE. We now assume that doubling the number of channels results in doubling
the number of MIPS and doubling the sampling frequency also results in doubling the number
of MIPS. This means that we have to multiply the complexity of the GSM RPE-LTP coder by a
factor of 2 and then by a factor of 5.5. This results in a complexity of 60 MIPS. However, this is
the complexity of a Stereo Linear Prediction based coder with an LTP, but without SE. Removing
the LTP and adding SE results in an increase in complexity, but the extent of this increase is
unfortunately unknown. However, it is expected that the total computational complexity of the
SLP coder will be below 100 MIPS, because it is not expected that the complexity of SE will be
equal to the complexity of the whole SLP coder without SE. The estimated complexity of SLP is
somewhat lower than the complexities of the HE-AAC coder and the HE-AAC-V2 coder, which
are both at least 100 MIPS [74].

A coder is bit rate scalable when it is capable of encoding audio material at different bit rates,
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and consequently, different qualities. A coder is bit stream scalable when the end user can decide
the bit rate and quality at which the audio material is decoded. This property is very attractive
for applications \vhere the audio material should offer the possibility of being accessed at different
qualities/bit rates. This is often the case in music distribution or internet radio. Riera-Palou et
al. [53] [54] proposed a bit stream scalable SSC-RPE audio coder, by using RPE layer mixing and
RPE coding of additional subbands, when coding the Linear Prediction error signal. RPE layer
mixing means that several RPE stages can be used per subband and mixing factors are used then
to mix these stages. RPE coding of additional subbands means that for every higher layer, an
additional subband is coded by RPE. These ideas can also be used in the SLP coder, resulting
in a bit stream scalable audio coder. In addition, if enough bits are used to quantize the main
and side signal, then the output of SLP is a perfect reconstruction of the input signal, indicating
transparent coding.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and
Recommendations

6.1 Conclusions

As a continuation of the work presented in [1], we proposed a stereo audio coder, subject to the
following criteria:

• Encoder and decoder form a system allowing perfect signal reconstruction in the absence of
signal quantization and thus, near perfect reconstruction at the high bit rate end;

• The encoder constructs a main and a side signal similar to those provided by oes, because
this is advantageous for low bit rate coding purposes.

The proposed stereo audio coder was called SLP and uses two rotators and Laguerre-based Pure
Stereo Linear Prediction (L-PSLP). The encoder results in two spectrally flat, uncorrelated signals,
called the main and side signal, and the decoder reconstructs the original input signal. This
reconstruction is perfect in the absence of any signal or parameter quantization. vVe described
how the optimal prediction coefficients and the optimal rotation angle can be calculated and we
gave regularization techniques for both calculations.

We showed that SLP is psycho-acoustically inspired, because L-PSLP was implemented. This
form of Stereo Linear Prediction uses Laguerre filters instead of delays in the Stereo Linear Pre
diction analysis and synthesis filters. L-PSLP modifies the uniform frequency resolution. common
to most signal processing systems, to a non-uniform frequency resolution. This non-uniform fre
quency resolution approximately corresponds to a psycho-acoustically relevant scale such as a Bark
or an ERB scale. We implemented L-PSLP, because it produces a frequency warping similar to
that of Warped Stereo Linear Prediction, while solving the problems associated with it. These
problems were discussed in Section 3.1.

Prediction coefficients are preferably not quantized directly, because the frequency responses
of the analysis and synthesis filters are extremely sensitive to such quantization. Therefore. we
described how the stereo prediction coefficients can be mapped to a different representation be
fore they are quantized. This results in a smaller distortion of the analysis and synthesis filter
characteristics.

Inspired by informal listening tests, we quantized the main signal and the side signal for stereo
input signals, and we quantized the main signal only, thus discarding the side signal, for mono
and mono-like input signals. To quantize the main signal, we used Sinusoidal Extraction (SE) and
Regular Pulse Excitation (RPE). To quantize the side signal, we also used SE and RPE, but only
for frequencies less than 4 kHz. \Ve then used in the decoder a Schroder filter and a gain factor
to construct a synthetic side signal from the main signal for frequencies greater than 4 kHz. The
combination of SE and RPE makes SLP very similar to a linear predictive speech coder.

65
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The performance of the SLP coder looks promising for a first version of the coder. We estimated
the bit rate of SLP to be 58 kbps for mono or mono-like signals and 80 kbps for stereo signals. The
estimated bit rate for stereo signals is already not very high. However, it should be possible to
achieve a lower bit rate than 80 kbps, because this bit rate was estimated without using optimal
quantization methods for the different parameters. This estimate was made by using safe error
margins and without using advanced techniques such as vector quantization and differential coding.
We showed that the subjective quality of the coded material of SLP, which was determined by
performing a formal listening test, is between fair and good. This should be better, so some
work has to be done to improve the subjective quality. In the mono and mono-like case, it
is expected that if SLP for mono and mono-like signals uses the same bit rate as HE-AAC at
80 kbps (HEAAC@80) and as SLP for stereo signals, which means a bit rate of 80 kbps, then its
subjective quality will be a lot closer to the subjective quality of HEAAC@80 and HE-AAC-V2 at
48 kbps (HEAACV2@48) for mono and mono-like signals. In the stereo case, where the subjective
quality of HEAACV2@48 is equal to the subjective quality of SLP at 80 kbps (SLP@80), it is
known that transients are a problem, because an experienced listener noticed pre-echoes in some
of the SLPrQJ80 coded files. Thus, the subjective quality of SLP will improve if transients are
addressed, by implementing a transient detection and simulation algorithm or something similar.
In addition, the results of the SLP coder per excerpt can be used to improve the subjective quality
of coded stereo signals. SLP@80 has the most problems with excerpt Pop, so if Pop is analyzed
thoroughly, then this analysis should result in a few other key areas which should be improved as
well.

Regarding the other attributes, we showed that the coding delay of the SLP coder is equal to
only 26 ms. This delay is caused by buffering of samples in the L-PSLP block. It is expected that
a delay lower than 26 ms can be achieved and that the lower limit of the coding delay will not be
determined by buffering of samples in the L-PSLP block, but by buffering of samples in the SE
block. We also expect that the computational complexity of SLP will not be an issue if the pulse
optimization in RPE is simplified. In addition, we argued that the SLP coder can be made bit
stream scalable by using two techniques called RPE layer mixing and RPE coding of additional
subbands.

We propose to use the SLP coder for applications that require high quality digital audio
with a relatively low bit rate, but that also place severe constraints on the coding delay and/or
computational complexity. Applications that require a low coding delay include in-ear monitoring
for musicians and wireless digital transmission to loudspeakers. Applications that require an
audio coder with a low computational complexity are mostly portable applications such as mobile
phones.

6.2 Recommendations

In line with the conclusions given above, we give the following recommendations for further research
on the SLP coder:

• All parameters, including the prediction coefficients. the rotation angle and the SE parame
ters should be quantized and coded by using advanced techniques such as vector quantization
and differential coding;

• The total bit rate of the SLP coder should be measured instead of estimated;

• Some aspects of the quantization scheme for the main and side signal should be reviewed.
These aspects are:

- The optimal number of extra pulses in the RPE block. This is because the optimal
number that is used now was determined without the SE block in the quantization
scheme;
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- The weighting filter in the RPE block, because it is not derived from a Stereo Psycho
Acoustic Model (S-PAM). However, a S-PAM does not exist currently, so a solution
for this problem still has to be found. An interesting suggestion was given by Biswas
et al. [50]. It was described how the analysis and synthesis filters of L-PLP can be
perceptually biased. thus incorporating a weighting filter into the analysis and synthesis
filters. It may be possible with this method to incorporate an approximation of a S
PAM into the synthesis filter in the RPE scheme;

The frequency that determines which part of the side signal is quantized by SE and
RPE and which part is reconstructed by using a synthetic side signal. Currently, this
frequency is 4 kHz, but analysis of the coded version of Pop showed that in the frequency
region from 4 kHz to approximately 8 kHz, the difference between the coded and the
original version is relatively large. Thus, as described in Section 5.2.3, it should be
investigated whether changing this frequency to for example 8.8 kHz results in an
improvement of the subjective quality of the coded material;

• It should be investigated whether the inclusion of a filter that attenuates the output signal
in the higher frequencies improves the subjective quality of the coded material;

• A transient detection and simulation algorithm or something similar should be implemented
in the coding scheme;

• The subjective quality of the coded material should be further improved by analyzing the
results of the SLP coder per excerpt, particularly Pop. This analysis should result in a few
other key aspects of the coding scheme which are to be improved;

• The coding delay of SLP should be reduced by lowering the number of samples that need
to be buffered before the first set of prediction coefficients can be calculated. This can be
achieved by introducing some sort of dynamic windowing into the coding scheme;

• The computational complexity of the whole SLP scheme, but especially of the RPE block
should be reduced. The computational complexity in the RPE block can be reduced by
simplifying the pulse optimization, for example by changing the combined optimization to a
sequential optimization and by making the quantization boundary dependent on the bound
ary of the previous frame;

• The computational complexity of the SLP coder should be measured when the scheme has
been fully optimized;

• The SLP coder should be made bit stream scalable by using the two techniques proposed by
Riera-Palou et al. [53] [54]: RPE layer mixing and RPE coding of additional subbands. In
addition, an extra layer for mono and mono-like signals should be added that improves the
subjective quality of these signals substantially.
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Appendix A

List of Abbreviations

AAC
AbS
ACs
Anc.7kHz
Anc.lOkHz
BCC
HE-AAC
HEAAC@80
HEAACV2(Ql48
Hid.Ref.
IC
ICC
ICLD
ICTD
lID
ILTT
IPD
ITU
IVMs
LARs
L-PLP
L-PSLP
LSFs
LTP
MPE
MUSHRA
MUX
nRMs
OCS
OPD
PAM
PCA
PLP
RCs
RMs
RPE
SBR
SE
SiA

Advanced Audio Coding
Analysis-by-Synthesis
Arcsine Coefficients
7 kHz Anchor
10 kHz Anchor
Binaural Cue Coding
High Efficiency Advanced Audio Coding
HE-AAC at 80 kbps
HE-AAC-V2 at 48 kbps
Hidden Reference
Interchannel Coherence
Inter-Channel Correlation
Inter-Channel Level Difference
Inter-Channel Time Difference
Interchannel Intensity Difference
Integrated Listening Test Tool
Interchannel Phase Difference
International Telecommunications Union
Innovation Variance Matrices
Log Area Ratios
Laguerre-based Pure Linear Prediction
Laguerre-based Pure Stereo Linear Prediction
Line Spectral Frequencies
Long Term Predictor
Multi Pulse Excitation
Multi Stimulus test with Hidden Reference and Anchors
Multiplexer
normalized Reflection Matrices
Optimum Coding of Stereo
Overall Phase Difference
Psycho-Acoustic Model
Principal Component Analysis
Pure Linear Prediction
Reflection Coefficients
Reflection Matrices
Regular Pulse Excitation
Spectral Band Replication
Sinusoidal Extraction
Sinusoidal Analyzer
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SiS
SLP
SLP@58
SLP@80
S-PAlVl
SS
SSC
TU/e
WLP
WSLP

APPENDIX A. LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

Sinusoidal Synthesizer
Stereo Linear Predictive Coding of Audio
SLP at 58 kbps
SLP at 80 kbps
Stereo Psycho-Acoustic 110del
Spectral Smoothing
Sinusoidal Coder
Eindhoven University of Technology
Warped Linear Prediction
Warped Stereo Linear Prediction



Appendix B

Listening Test Results per Excerpt

Chapter 5 described a listening test that was performed to have an indication of the subjective
quality of the coded material of SLP with respect to the subjective quality of the coded material
of AAC. This appendix shows the listening test results per individual excerpt, averaged across all
listeners.
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Figure n.1: Listening test results for Suzanne Vega.
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German male
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Figure B.2: Listening test results for German male.
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Figure B.3: Listening test results for English female.
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Figure B.4: Listening test results for Trumpet.
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Figure B.5: Listening test results for Orchestra.
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Figure D.6: Listening test results for Pop.
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Figure B.7: Listening test result.s for Harpsichord.



Pitch pipe
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Figure B.8: Listening test results for Pitch pipe.
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Figure B.9: Listening test results for Bagpipe.
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Glockenspiel
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Figure B.lO: Listening test results for Glockenspiel.

Plucked strings
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Figure B.ll: Listening test results for Plucked strings.
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